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I. DEFECT CHARACTERIZATION IN QUARTZ AND RELATED MATERIALS

by

Larry E. Halliburton and Joel J. Martin

A. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The structure of defects in alpha-quartz and in related

materials continue to be of considerable interest. Alpha-quartz,

which is piezoelectric, is used in a number of high technology

applications such as precision oscillators, accelerometers and

clocks where stability is a crucial operating criterion.

However, a number of problems confront the systems designer when

attempting to incorporate precision frequency control devices

into operational units. For example, long term stability or

aging can disable an entire system. Often of equal importance,

quartz oscillators used in aerospace applications may be exposed

to ionizing radiation which can cause frequency shifts and may

alter the aging characteristics. Much of the radiation response

and, possibly, the aging of quartz crystals is related to the

defects produced during crystal growth or subsequent processing.

The main objectives of this project are to characterize
1

defects in quartz crystals and in fluoride glasses, and to

investigate the effects of various treatments, such as

electrolysis and irradiation on these materials. This study is

directed towards improving the performance of quartz oscillators

and fluoride glass optical materials. The work on fluoride

glasses is discussed in Part. II of this report.

The substitutional aluminum ions present in all quartz

requires charge compensation, In as-grown synthetic quartz,

interstitial alkalis serve as the charge compensators.
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Irradiation at temperatures above 200 K replaces the alkali with

either A proton or a hole trapped on an adjacent oxygen.

Electrodiffusion (sweeping) can be used to replace the alkali

with either a proton or another specific alkali. A study of the

acoustic loss of a series of 5-MHz fifth overtone AT-cut

resonator blanks as a function of sweeping and Irradiation has

been completed. No acoustic loss peaks were observed at

temperatures less than 100 0 C which could be attributed to either

the Al-Li or AI-OH centers. Na-swept samples showed the expected

large loss peak at 53 K,whIle unswept samples had only very smal 1

53 K peaks. This result shows that in as-grown,quartz lithium is

the primary charge compensating ion. Irradiation removed the 53

K peak and Introduced new peaks at 23, 100 and 135 K. During

anneal. these peaks were found to track with the AL-hole center.

However, preliminary production study results show that the

defect responsible for the 23 K peak grows in more slowly than

the Al-hole center. The anneal study also showed that the decay

of the AI-hole center Is matched by the return of the alkalI to

the aluminum site.

Electrodiffusion Is a post-growth treatment which allows the

selective exchange of charge compensating Interstitial ions In

quartz. This technique is employed commercially to enhance the

radiation hardness of the material used for precision oscillator

crystals. Most as-grown quartz contains substitutional aluminum

with an Interstitial alkali providIng the charge compensation.

Additional inidentified sites also trap protons to form the OH-

growth defects responsible for several IR absorption bands. When

2
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thermally released from their trapping sites, the interstitials

can migrate along the large Z-axis channels. Therefore, if the

sample is heated with an electric field applied along the Z

direction, the ions can be swept out and replaced either by

protons from the surrounding atmosphere or by the desired alkali

from a salt electrode. In order to better understand

electrodiffusion, we are systematically investigating various

aspects of the process. The apparent ionic conductivity data

taken as the swept sample is slowly cooled usually shows a curved

log( T) vs 1O00/T plot. The conductivity of H+ is much less than

that of sodium or lithium. The activation energies at high

temperatures tend to be lower than those found from the low

temperature data. The exponential prefactors are considerably

larger than the values predicted for a given aluminum content and

reasonable estimates of the attack frequency and jump distance.

Additional sources of mobile ions may be present. The peak or

plateau observed during the warm-up period for air or hydrogen

sweeping appears to be caused by the transition from conduction

primarily by alkalis to conduction by protons.

Point defects formed by irradiation with fast neutrons have

been characterized in high-quality quartz using spin resonance

and optical absorption techniques. Among the paramagnetic

defects generated are the E'1 center, the CA10 410 center, and two

previously unreported S=1 centers. Production and thermal

annealing characteristics of these more prominent defects are

described. The two S=1 defects have gc values of 2.0205 and

2.0158 and thermally decay near 250 and 4700 C respectively. They

each consist of a pair of unpaired spins (i.e., holes) separated
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oy approximately 5 Angstroms, and either vacancies or intersti-

tials are a part of their models. These latter two centers,

along with the E!1 centers, result from direct displacements

during the neutron irradiation. An optical absorption band at

210 nm grows at the same rate as the E', and S=1 centers but

cannot be definitely assigned to particular defects.

A defect consisting of an extra electron trapped at a four-

coordinated silicon and stabilized by an adjacent interstitial

lithium ion has been observed in quartz. It is formed by a

double irradiation, first between 150 and 300 K to release the

lithium ion from its associated A13+ and then at 77 K to trap the

electron at the free lithium ion. The c-axis ESR spectrum shows

a splitting of 0.9 G from 7Li and 404.7 G from a 29Si (thus, the

defect does not resemble a lithium atom). Pairs of these defects

may be responsible for the lack of electronic paramagnetism in

quartz after room temperature irradiation.

The mechanical Q of a series of quartz crystals grown for

RADC by Motorola has been determined. We were supplied with

unfinished AT-cut disks from a series of 6 stones and one

additional set of disks from a stone that had been swept. These

disks were sent out for fabrication into Warner design 5th

overtone blanks. The lowest mechanical Q we observed was a value

of 1.2x10 6 at 5.67 MHz for blanks from stone GC9-21. The highest

mechanical Q was 2.32x106 at 5.63 MHz for blanks from GC24S

which were the swept blanks. All of the finished blanks had

frequencies above 5 MHz which means that their Q values will be

somewhat lower than those for an' actual 5 MHz blank. Low

4



temperature IR spectra were taken on one blank from each set; the

spectra are included in this report. As expected samples with

the higher mechanical Q also showed "cleaner" IR spectra.
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B. ALUMINUM-RELATED ACOUSTIC LOSS IN AT-CUT QUARTZ CRYSTALS

1. Introduction

Alpha-quartz is used in a wide variety of precision

electronic devices where aging and radiation-induced instabili-

ties are undesirable. It is now well-known that quartz-control-

led oscillators may exhibit transient and steady-state frequency

and Q shifts when exposed to ionizing radiation.1-4 Early

results obtained by King5 and other investigators 6- 9 suggested

that these effects were associated with the presence of impuri-

ties.

Substitutional A13+ is present in all quartzl 0 and requires

charge compensation. Examples of such charge compensators are

interstitial Li + or Na + ions, or holes or protons at an oxygen

ion adjacent to the aluminum. The proton forms an OH- molecule

which is infrared active.10,11 The Al-Na + defect is responsible

for the acoustic loss peak observed near 53 K in 5 MHz 5th over-

tone AT-cut crystals.12 Irradiation at room temperature destroys

the Al-Na + centers; 5 , 3 this destruction being responsible for

much of the steady state frequency offset. Recent work at Okla-

homa State University has shown that the alkali ions become

mobile under irradiation only if the temperature is greater than

200 K.13-15 Following a room temperature irradiation, either a

hole which can be observed by ESR techniques or a proton is found

trapped on an oxygen adjacent to the A13 . The interstitial

alkali ions are usually in the relatively large c-axis channels

and at high temperatures can move along the channel under an

applied electric field. King,5 and later Kats and Fraser,12

used this technique to "sweep" hydrogen and specific alkalis into
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the sample. Sweeping hydrogen in to replace the alkalis has been

shown to improve the radiation hardness of quartz oscillators.
8

The identification of both growth- and radiation-induced

defects which affect the performance of quartz resonators is an

important part of our project. Recently, using sweeping, IR

absorption, and acoustic loss measurements, Martin and Doherty
16

reported that the Al-OH- center does not have an acoustic loss

peak at temperatures below 370 K. They also reported that irra-

diation of both unswept and H2 -swept Premium Q quartz resonator

blanks produced acoustic loss peaks at 23 K and 100 K and a broad

loss peak between 125 K and 165 K. King and Sander' had earlier

reported the two higher temperature peaks and had suggested that

they were caused by the Al-hole center. rhe 23 K peak had also

been observed earlier and was attributed to changes in the

interaction between the resonant vibrations of the blank and the

thermal phonons.17 We report here a comparison of the acoustic

loss spectra of as-received and Li + , Na + , and H+ swept resonators

fabricated from the same bar of Premium Q grade quartz. We also

report an isochronal anneal study of the three peaks induced by a

room temperature irradiation which shows that they are associated

with the Al-hole center. An isochronal anneal study was also

made on an irradiated Na-swept resonator to directly compare the

decay of the Al-hole and Al-OH- centers with the recovery of the

Al-Na + centers.

2. Experimental Procedure

Samples for this study were cut from an unswept pure Z

growth Sawyer Premium Q bar of cultured quartz that has been

7



given an in-house designation PQ-E. Samples from this bar have

been extensively studied at Oklahoma State University using

ESR. 10 -14 IR, and acoustic loss techniques. All of these investi-

gations show that the bar is of high quality but that it contains

somewhat more aluminum (10-15 ppm) than the average Premium Q

material (5-8 ppm). Consequently, aluminum-related effects are

more readily observed. Confirming measurements were made on

samples from a Toyo Supreme Q labeled bar SQ-B.

Five MHz 5th overtone AT-cut plano convex resonator blanks

of the Warner design18 were fabricated for this study by K&W

Mfg., Prague, OK. The acoustic loss, Q-1 , of the resonator

blanks was measured by the log decrement method from 5 to 300 K.

The measurements were made in a variable temperature helium Dewar

with the blanks mounted in a gap holder. The blank was driven for

10 to 40 ms at its series resonant frequency and then allowed to

freely decay. The decaying rf signal was detected with a super-

heterodyne detector and displayed on a variable persistance

storage oscilloscope. The exponential decay times were measured

by using a digital timer gated by a window detector.

Electrolysis, or sweeping, was carried out at temperatures

of 470-4800 C in a controlled atmosphere system. This system

allowed the use of H2 , D2 , or gettered-N 2 atmospheres, or a

diffusion pumped vacuum. For the acoustic loss studies, the AT-

cut resonator blanks were directly swept. Vapor-deposited Au

electrodes were used. For the Li or Na sweeping runs, LiCl or

NaCl was vapor deposited on the sample surface and then an Au

electrode was deposited over the salt layer. The Li and Na

sweeps were carried out in a vacuum better than 5 x 10-6 Torr.

8
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Infrared absorption scans show that Al-OH- centers are present in

the H2 -swept sample but not in the alkali-swept samples.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 compares the acoustic loss, Q-1, spectra for un-

swept, Li-swept, and Na-swept PQ-E series resonator blanks. The

unswept blank shows. a small Al-Na + loss peak at 53 K with a

height dQ -1 of approximately 5 x 10- 7 . The Li sweep removed

this peak and did not introduce any new peaks. The Na-swept

blank showed a very large 53 K peak with SQ -1 = 2 x 10- 4 as shown

in Figure 1. The results for the Toyo blanks were similar except

that the unswept blank showed a 53 K Al-Na + peak with a height of

8Q = 5 x 1O- 5 . Since the material from which these blanks were

fabricated contains 10 to 15 ppm aluminum, we conclude that the

concentration, C, of Al-Na + centers is given by

C = [5( 20%) x 104 ]SQ-1  (1)

where C is in ppm and SQ-1 is the height of the 53 K Al-Na + loss

peak. Thus, the unswept PQ-E blank probably contains about 0.3

ppm Al-Na + centers; the remaining 10 to 15 ppm of aluminum must

be compensated by Li+. Since the mineralizer used in growing

Premium Q quartz is predominantly Na2 CO3 , the essentially total

exclusion of Na+ from the aluminum sites by the addition of a

small amount of Li2 CO3 to the solution is remarkable. 19 '2 0 The

as-grown Toyo Supreme Q blank contains substantial amounts of Na +

but Li+ must still be the majority charge compensator because the

53 K peak increased by a factor of four when the sample was Na-

swept. An additional, much smaller, loss peak related to the Al-

9



Na+ center was observed at approximately 135 K in the Na-swept

blanks. Park and Nowick2 1 have also observed two Na-related peaks

in their dielectric loss measurements.

In contrast to earlier work 12 which reported a Li+ related

loss peak near 105 K, the results shown in Fig. 1 for the Premium

Q blanks and similar results for the Toyo samples show no

evidence of a Al-Li+ acoustic loss at temperatures below 1001C.

Toulouse, Green and Nowick22 have recently reported the absence

of Li+ related dielectric loss peaks in both Sawyer Premium Q and

Toyo Supreme Q samples. They suggest that because of the small

size of the Li+ ion the double well Na+ sites have collapsed into

a single well for the Li+ . The resulting Al-Li + pair then

probably lies along the x-axis. Such a single well model would

show neither acoustic nor dielectric loss peaks.

Figure 2 compares the acoustic loss spectra for the un-

swept, Li-swept, and H-swept blanks. The results for the Li and

H-sweeps are essentially identical, as were the results for a D-

sweep which have been omitted from Fig. 2 for clarity. Infrared

absorption measurements made at liquid nitrogen temperature show

that the H-swept blank contains 10-15 ppm Al-OH- centers. Thus,

it appears that neither the Al-OH- or the Al-OD- centers show

significant acoustic loss peaks at temperatures below about

370 K. It should be noted that at higher temperatures, the

interstitial alkali ions become thermally liberated from the A13+

trapping site and diffuse along the c-axis channels. This diffu-

sion causes an acoustic loss which increases exponentially with

temperature.17 Lipson 2& &1.23 and Koehler24 have shown

10



that this high temperature loss is not present in H-swept quartz

which contains no alkali ions and, therefore, must be caused by

the alkali diffusion. Infrared absorption studies of the Al-OH-

center 1 ,2 5 show that it is strongly polarized with the electric

dipole perpendicular to the c-axis. This orientation would

probably not have a double well structure that would give rise to

.an acoustic loss.

Recently, Martin and Doherty 16 reported that irradiation of

unswept and H2 -swept PQ-E resonator blanks at room temperature

produced loss peaks at 23 K and 100 K and a broad loss between

125 and 165 K. The peaks were much larger in the unswept

material than in the H2 -swept blank. The room temperature irra-

diation also removed the small Al-Na+ loss peak which was present

initially in the unswept blank. King and Sander1 have previously

observed the peak at 100 K and the broad loss between 125 K and

165 K. They attributed these loss peaks to the Al-hole center.

Martin and Doherty suggested that the 23 K peak is also due to

the Al-hole center. Martin %t &l. 26 were able to describe the

broad loss as a single peak centered at about 135 K.

Figure 3 shows the acoustic loss, Q-1, versus temperature

spectrum for the Na-swept blank in the as-swept condition and

after a room temperature irradiation. The irradiation has

removed the large 53 K and 135 K Al-Na + loss peak while

introducing the 23 K peak and the overlapping 100 K and 135 K

peaks. The post-irradiation acoustic loss spectra for the un-

swept and Li-swept blanks are essentially the same as for the Na-

swept sample. These three loss peaks are also observed in irra-

diated H-swept resonators fabricated from this same bar.

11



However, their strength is reduced by approximately a factor of

five. An inspection of the results reported by Doherty gt &J.13

for the acoustic loss of their Na-swept resonator D14-45DC shows

that the 23 K peak is small but present in their results. D14-45

series quartz is Premium Q grade material with an aluminum

content less than 1 ppm, so we would expect aluminum-related loss

peaks to be much smaller. Their Na loss peak is about 0.035

times that of our Na-swept PQ-E resonator blank. It should also

be noted that their resonator was partially H-swept. Thus, it

appears that these three peaks, and the Na peak as well, scale

with the aluminum content.

The thermal anneal behavior of the Al-hole and Al-OH- centers

in unswept quartz has been studied by Jani, Bossoli and

Halliburton2 7 and by Sibley It %j., 15 respectively. The Al-hole

centers, as observed by ESR techniques, anneal out slightly below

550 K while the Al-OH- center anneals out between 620 K and 670

K. If the three radiation-induced loss peaks are due to the Al-

hoie center, they should show the same annealing pattern as the

Al-hole center ESR spectrum. We have carried out an isochronal

anneal study on the unswept blank and on the Li-swept blank. The

results for the unswept blank show that the 23 K, 100 K, and 135

K loss peaks all anneal out between 500 and 550 K, as shown in

Fig. 4. A recent production study by Martin, Hwang and Bahadur2 8

shows that the defect responsible for the 23 K loss peak grows in

more slowly with radiation dose than either the Al-hole center or

the Al-OH center. As expected, the decay of the Al-Na center with

radiation dose nearly matches the production of the Al-hole and

12
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Al-OH centers. Thus, while the defect responsible for the 23 K

loss peak anneals with the Al-hole center it most likely is a

different defect. At the present time we do not have production

data on the smaller loss peaks at 100 K and 135 K. When the

anneal of the unswept blank is continued to higher temperatures,

the Al-Na+ center loss peak recovers between 600 and 650 K as

shown in Fig. 4. The isochronal anneal study also showed that

after a room temperature irradiation and subsequent 670 K anneal,

the 53 K Al-Na+ peak in the unswept blank increased from an

initial value of 5 x 10- 7 to 2.2 x 10-6 after the anneal. The Al-

Na loss peak also appeared in the Li-swept sample as a result of

annealing although it was absent in the as-Li-swept sample.

These latter results suggest that sodium is trapped at sites

other than aluminum during growth. The irradiation and anneal

treatment just described evidently rearranged the alkalis within

the sample. It is conceivable that this process would take place

at the 50 to 800 C operating temperature of a crystal oscillator

(although very slowly) and contribute to the long term aging of

the crystal.

The decay of the radiation induced Al-hole center should be

matched by the corresponding growth of the Al-OH- and/or Al-M +

centers. Sibley eV 41.15 have measured the high temperature

annealing behavior of the radiation-induced Al-OH- centers. Their

results do not show any changes in the Al-OH- concentration for

the 500-550 K temperature range where the Al-hole center decays.

This result suggests that the anneal of the Al-hole center is

matched by the return of an alkali ion to the Al site. Since

our unswept samples contain mostly Li+ ions and the Al-Li+

13



center does not have an acoustic loss peak, Fig. 4 does not show

the expected lower temperature return of the alkali ions to the

aluminum site. We have repeated the isochronal anneal study using

the Na-swept blank. In this case, acoustic loss measurements of

the 23 K and 53 K Al-Na + peak were used to track the behavior of

the hole and the alkali centers. Polarized infrared absorption

measurements of the 3367 cm - I band were also made on the Na-swept

blank in order to track the Al-OH- center. Figure 5 shows that

the decay of the 23 K Al-hole center acoustic loss peak in the

500 K to 550 K range is matched by an approximately 25% growth in

the 53 K Al-Na + acoustic loss peak. The remaining growth of the

53 K peak closely matches the decay of Al-OH- as measured by

infrared absorption. The increase in the Al-OH- center observed

near 350 K does not have a corresponding change in either the Al-

hole centers or Al-Na + centers. Subramaniam, Halliburton and

Martin 2 9 have also observed this lower temperature anneal step of

the Al-OH- centers. The annealing results shown in Fig. 5 suggest

that the room temperature irradiation converted approximately 25%

of the Al sites into Al-hole centers with the remaining 75%

becoming Al-OH- centers. In the irradiation process, the Na +

leaves the Al site and is subsequently trapped at an as yet

unknown site in the crystal. Figure 6 shows thq results plotted

with the intensities of the centers converted to their aluminum

content. When the Al-hole centers anneal out the 500 K to 550 K

temperature range the Na ion returns to the Al site. In unswept

material the decay of the Al-hole centers must be accompanied by

the return of Li ions since no corresponding increase in the
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Al-OH- centers is seen.

Often defect-related acoustic loss peaks can be described by

SQ-1 = DwT[1 + u 2 t 2 -l (2)

where SQ-1 is the loss above the intrinsic background, D is the

strength factor, & is the angular frequency, and r is the

relaxation time for reorientation of the defect. The relaxation

is usually thermally activated as the defect must go over an

energy barrier to reach the other equivalent sites.17 Thus,

t = 2oexp(E/kT) (3)

where E is the barrier height and Vo contains the number of

equivalent orientations and the attack rate. We have fit Eq. 2,

with the relaxation time given by Eq. 3, to the 53 K and 135 K Al-

Na+ center loss peaks and to the three radiation-induced Al-

hole loss peaks. The calculated parameters are given in Table I.

Our activation energies and relaxation times for the Al-Na +

center are in good agreement with Park and Nowick's dielectric

loss results, 2 1 as well as those of Stevels and Volger.30

Stevels and Volger have also reported a radiation-induced

dielectric loss peak with E = 7.5 meV and to = 5 x 10-7 sec.

This activation energy is in reasonable agreement with our 23 K

peak, but the relaxation time is much longer. Taylor and

Farnell31  have also made dielectric loss measurements on irra-

diated quartz; they found a loss peak near E = 7.5 meV in agree-

ment with Stevels and Volger and an additional peak at low

temperature with E = 1.2 meV and to 6.2 x 10-5s.

4. Conclusions
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Sweeping Li+ , H+ , or D+ into high-aluminum-content Premium Q

grade quartz AT-cut resonators removes the small Al-Na + loss peak

at 53 K but does not introduce any new loss peaks at temperatures

below 370 K. Therefore, we conclude that the Al-Li + and Al-OH-

centers do not have anelastic loss peaks in this temperature

region. "Na-swept samples exhibit a very large 53 K loss peak.

This shows that in as-grown quartz most of the Al sites are

compensated by Li+ . Irradiation at room temperature replaces the

interstitial alkali at the Al sites with a mixture of Al-hole and

Al-OH- centers. The radiation induced acoustic loss peaks at 23

K, 100 K and 135 K have the same anneal behavior as the Al-hole

center. The thermal decaj of the Al-hole center is accompanied

by a corresponding return of the alkali ions to the Al sites.

The higher temperature decay of the Al-OH- center is also matched

by the growth of the Al-M + centers.
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Table I.Acoustic-loss peak parameters

Defect T E 0

(K) (meV) (10- 12 sec)

Al-Na +  53 57 0.165

Al-Na+  135 130 0.44

23K defect 23 8 830

Al-hole 100 90 1.0

Al-hole 135 110 2.7
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Fig. 1. The acoustic loss spectra of unswept, Na-swept and Li-
swept resonator blanks all fabricated from the same
bar of Sawyer Premium Q quartz are shown. The Al-Na+

center Is responsible for the peak at 53 K.
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Fig. 2. The acoustic loss spectra of unswept, LI-swept and H-
swept resonator blanks fabricated from a single bar
of Premium Q quartz are shown. No loss peaks are
observed that can be attributed to either the Al-Lit
or Al-0H- centers.
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Fig. 3. The acoustic loss spectrum of the Na-swept blank is
shown In the as-swept condition and after 8 room
temperature Irradiation. The irradiation removed the
large 53 K peak due to the Al-Na4 center and
Introduced a peak at 23 K and overlapping peaks
at 100 K and 135 K which are related to the presence
of the Al-hole center.
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Fig. 4. The Isochronal anneal behavior of the radiation

Induced peaks at 23 K , 100 K and 135 K shows that the
three peaks go out together and at the same
temperature as the Al-hole centers. These data were
taken on the unswept blank. The Al-Na+ center
grows to four times Its original concentration after
the Irradiation and anneal.
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Fig. 5. The isochronal anneal of the 23 K Al-hole center peak

and the Al-OH- Infrared band which were produced by a
room temperature Irradiation of the Na-swept blank are
shown. The decay of the Al-hole centers between 500
and 550 K Is matched by a 25% recovery of the A I-Na +

centers. The higher temperature decay of the Al-OH-
centers Is matched by the final recovery of the Al-Na+

centers.
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C. ELECTRODIFFUSION OF IONS IN ALPHA-QUARTZ

1. Introduction

Most as-grown quartz contains substitutional A1 3 + with an

interstitial alkali ion providing the charge compensation I .

Additional unidentified point defects are known to trap protons

forming the OH- related growth defects 2 , 3 responsible for several

IR absorption bands. These interstitial ions when either

thermally or by radiation liberated from their traps can drift

along the relatively large c-axis channels. This interstitial

diffusion is responsible for the radiation induced transient

acoustic loss 4 ,5 , the increasing acoustic loss observed at high

temperatures6 ,7 ,8 , and the annealing of radiation-induced

defects. An electric field applied parallel to the c-axis can be

used to electrodiffuse (i.e. sweep) the interstitial ions out of

the sample while replacing them with specific ions. King9 was

among the first to exploit this process as a method of doping

quartz with specific interstitial ions. Kats2 , in his extensive

infrared study of natural and synthetic quartz, used the process

to sweep specific alkalis and protons into and out of quartz.

Fraserl0  has described the basic process for the selective

electrodiffusion of alkalis and Kreftll has shown that holes can

be swept into quartz if the process is carried out in vacuum

above the phase transition. Brown, O'Conner, and Armington 1 2

have investigated alkali sweeping and the use of inert gas

atmospheres. A number of studies have shown that the radiation

hardness of oscillators is significantly improved if the -alkalis

in the quartz have been replaced by protons 5,13,14 A

preliminary study by Martin 2 4L 15 showed that alkali ions were
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much more mobile than protons during the sweeping process. They

found that the activation energies ranged from 0.76 to 1.24 eV

for alkalis and from 1.5 to 1.9 eV for hydrogen. Martinet al.

brought the sample up to the 5000C sweeping temperature and then

applied the E-field. They then observed current-versus-time

curves which showed an initial rapid decay followed by a steady

current which was interpreted as the motion of only one species

of ion. Hansen 16 reported current peaks or plateaus in the 200-

3000C range when the field was applied at room temperature.

Gualtieri17 has reported similar current peaks or plateaus; he

also studied the sweeping conditions as a function of the

reduction of etch channel density. Arnold 18 has reported that

etching quartz produces very deep tunnels while Nielson and

Foster 19 have observed that these tunnels tend to lie along the

general growth direction (c-axis). The tunnels are apparently

caused by dislocation networks which trap impurities2 0 . Vig C1

_. 21 found that swept material showed fewer of these etch

tunnels than unswept quartz.

Electrodiffusion is closely related to ionic conductivity.

The main difference is the exchange of ions that takes place in

the sweeping process, i.e., specific ions (protons or alkalis)

are brought into the sample to replace interstitial alkalis that

have been trapped at defects during the crystal growth process.

Since the ions can only move along the c-axis channels ionic

conductivity in quartz is a one-dimensional process. The number

of mobile ionic charge carriers is governed by the number of

traps and the depth of their trapping wells. If we assume that
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only one kind of ion is mobilethe conductivity, a-, can be

written as o-= nep where n is the density of ions, e is the

electronic charge, and p is their mobility. The mobility which

is related to the diffusion coefficient is given by

= (e/kT)-a 2exp(-Em/kT) (1)

where-iis the attack frequency, a is the jump distance and Em is

the activation energy for interstitial migration2 2 . If there

is only one kind of trap present, say aluminum, the number per

unit volume of mobile ions can be found from the law of mass

action to be

n = (c/2)/2Noexp(-Ea/2kT)2)

where c is the mole fraction of traps, No is the number of SiO 2 's

per unit volume and Ea is the association energy between the ion

and the trap2 4. Equation 2 assumes that only a small fraction

of the interstitial ions have been thermally liberated from the

traps. Thus, the conductivity can be expressed as

T = Aexp(-E/kT) (3)

where E = Ea/2 + Em and

A= N(ea)2V(c/2)1 /2 /k. (4)0

According to this analysis a plot of log(CT) versus T- 1 should

yield a straight line. Jain and Nowick2 4 and, later, Green et

Z1.2 5 have reported such behavior except for some curvature at

the higher temperatures for a number of alkali and hydrogen swept

synthetic and natural quartz samples. They found activation

energies ranging from 1.1 to 1.45 eV and values for the exponen-

tial prefactor, A, much larger than one would predict from Eq. 4

with reasonable values for V and a. Martin, 2t gl.. found similar

behavior but with somewhat lower activation energies for their
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ionic conductivity data which were collected during

electrodiffusion runs 15  We report here a continuation of

their investigation.

2. Experimental Procedure

Most of the samples used in this study were cut from pure Z-

growth lumbered bars of synthetic quartz obtained from

Thermodynamics (TD-A) and Sawyer Research Products Premium Q (PQ-

J) grades. Samples were also taken from an aluminum doped R-

growth synthetic bar (HA-A). The various samples were identified

according to the notation established by Markes and Halliburton

[26). Most of the samples were 3 mm thick by 15 mm x 17 mm Z-

plates. Some measurements were also made on AT-cut plates. Prior

to sweeping all samples were given an optical polish. The

sweeping system and electrode deposition have been described

previously [15). The electric field was set up using a

programmable power supply, and the sample current and temperature

were measured using a digital multimeter and laboratory computer.

Most of the runs used in this study were carried out by first

applying the field at room temperature and then bringing the

sample up to the nominal 5000 C sweeping temperature at a rate of

2.20 C/min. The sample current was monitored during the entire

run. This allowed the observation of the current peaks and

plateaus reported by Hansen [16] while the sample was warmed to

the operating temperature and the collection of apparent ionic

conductivity data during cool-down. For alkali electrodiffusion

the sample was held at the operating temperature for times

ranging from 30 minutes to 2 hours; hydrogen sweeps were usually
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carried out over a 24 hour period. For most of our tests on a

given sample we first carried out a lithium run, then a sodium

run and, finally, one or more hydrogen runs.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows a typical current and temperature versus time

curve for a hydrogen electrodiffusion run. For this run the

sample (HA-A3) was brought up to the 5000 C temperature at a rate

of 2.20 C/min, held for approximately 24 hours at temperature, and

then cooled at -2.20 C/min. The current trace in Fig. 1 shows a

peak or plateau near 270 0 C similar to those reported by Hansen

[16]. All of our hydrogen runs on samples that had not

previously been H-swept show this structure. Once the sample

reaches the fixed operating temperature we usually observe a

current decay as shown in Fig. 1 when carrying out a H-sweep.

Martin e -1. reported a large initial current decay in their H-

sweep data when the field was initially applied after the sample

was at temperature. They interpreted their large initial current

and its subsequent decrease as the replacement of the very mobile

alkali ions with H +. The temperature versus time program for an

alkali sweep is essentially the same except that the time at

temperature is reduced. For alkali runs no significant peak or

plateau is observed during warmup nor do we usually observe a

large current decay after the sample reaches temperature. This

second result is consistent with the small decay reported by

Martin e al. for their alkali electrodiffussion runs.

Figure 2 shows the set of apparent ionic conductivity data

taken during the cool-down portion of electrodiffusion runs on

sample HA-A3. As described above the alkali electrodiffusion
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runs were made before the hydrogen run. The low temperature end

of our results for the lithium and sodium runs are in reasonable

agreement with the high temperature end of the ionic conductivity

data obtained by Green et &1. £25] on Li- and Na-swept samples

taken from the same high aluminum content stone. The agreement is

encouraging because in our measurements ions are introduced into

the sample from the source electrode, then moved through the

sample and leave the sample at the negative electrode. Figure 3

compares the apparent ionic conductivity for lithium and hydrogen

runs on samples taken from stones HA-A, PQ-J and TD-A. The

curves for the sodium runs which fall slightly below the lithium

data were omitted from Fig. 3 for purposes of clarity. Our

Premium Q sample PQ-J has a comparable aluminum content and

infrared spectrum to sample SQ-A of Green @t gl. and our ionic

conductivities for the alkali runs are in reasonable agreement

for the region of temperature overlap. The conductivity that we

see for hydrogen in sample PQ-J is much lower than their results.

Nearly all of our log( T) versus 1000/T plots show a tendency

towards a lower slope at the higher temperatures. If there is

only one dominant source for the mobile ion such as the substitu-

tional aluminum this curvature would suggest that we are

approaching saturation of the number of carriers and Eq. 2 must

be replaced with a more complicated expression. While we cannot

rule saturation out the high aluminum sample HA-A should show

less curvature than the low concentration samples such as TD-A

and that is not the case. Table I gives the activation energies

and exponential prefactors for the curves shown in Fig. 3 and
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the corresponding sodium runs. Because of the curvature, E and A

were found for both the high and low temperature portions of the

curves.

TABLE I. Activation Energies and Pre-exponential Factors.

Sample Al(ppm) Ion High Tempergture Low Temper ture
E(eV) A(100K/ohm.m) E(eV) A(10K/ohm.m)

HA-A3 70 Li 0.95 0.29 1.06 1.7
Na 1.02 0.32 1.08 0.84
H 1.6 6.2 1.7 81

PQ-J4 10 Li 0.99 0.27 1.2 7.5
Na 1.15 0.69 1.2 1.6
H 1 .7 2 3 .2 .... ..

TD-A18 5 Li 1.04 0.61 0.97 0.2
Na 1.15 0.69 1.17 1.8

TD-A19 5 H 2.14 5600

The high temperature activation energies listed in Table I

agree with the values reported by Martin et .1. The low tempera-

ture alkali activation energies for sample HA-A and PQ-J are

somewhat lower than the values given by Green et &l. 25 for their

HA-A and SQ-A samples. The prefactor is very sensitive to the

choice of E. It is interesting to note that the prefactor, A, is

one to two orders of magnitude larger than predicted when

reasonable values of the jump distance and attack frequency are

used in Eq. 4. This was noted earlier by Jain and Nowick2 4 . They

suggested that some of the aluminum was not charge compensated by

monovalent ions and, thus, the law of mass action would yield a

more complex expression than Eq. 2 for the number of mobile ions.

The aluminum content of our samples was measured by the EPR

technique of Markes and Halliburton26 . Armington and Balascio 2 7

have compared the various analytical techniques for determining

the aluminum content in quartz. They found that the EPR
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technique gave excellent agreement with the more traditional

chemical methods which would pick up all of the aluminum. We feel

that there is not a large amount of "excess" aluminum present in

most synthetic quartz samples; however, even a few percent of

excess aluminum would change the law of mass action. While the

exponential prefactor, A, is generally larger for the dirtier

samples it does not scale directly with either c1 /2 or c where c

is the aluminum concentration. It may also be that there is an

additional source of mobile ions. The OH--related growth-

defects may be the source for extra protons but not for alkalis

since no changes in their IR spectra are observed upon alkali or

hydrogen electrodiffusion. One plausible source is the extended

defects that are responsible for the etch tunnels. It is known

that air 17 ,2 1 or hydrogen 15 sweeping reduces or eliminates the

formation of the tunnels during etching. These extended defects

are oriented along the growth direction and probably contain

alkali impurities which are removed during air or hydrogen

sweeping. Therefore, they must contribute to the conductivity.

Another possibility is the alkali-related defect responsible for

the acoustic loss peaks at 305 K and 340 K recently reported by

Martin, Hw-ang and Bahadur2 8  They found that the 340 K peak was

present in as-Na-swept samples. While the Li-related 305 K peak

is weaker both defects may be present in as-grown material.

Figure 4 shows the conductivities versus temperature taken

during the warm up period for a sodium electrodiffusion run and

S for two subsequent hydrogen runs on sample TD-A20. Similar

curves were obtained for the other samples. The warm-up curves

for the alkali runs do not show any structure in the 200-3500 C

3 3 
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temperature range while the first H-sweep always shows a drop or

plateau in the conductivity for the same temperature range. A

second or third H-sweep on a previously H-swept sample results in

curves like the dotted one in Fig. 4. Since, the ionic

conductivity of hydrogen is several orders of magnitude lower

than that of the alkalis as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 it seems

reasonable to propose that the peak or plateau region observed by

Hansen 16  during warm-up is caused primarily by the transition

from conduction by the highly mobile alkali ions to conduction by

the less mobile protons. Not all of the alkalis are removed at

this step as shown by the peak and decay once the operating

temperature is reached as shown in Fig. 1 and by the dotted curve

in Fig. 4 for the third H-sweep on this sample.

4. Summary

The apparent ionic conductivity data taken as the swept

sample is cooled usually shows a curved log( T) vs 1O00/T plot.

The mobility of H + in the electrodiffusion is much less than that

of the lithium or sodium. The activation energies at high

temperatures tend to be lower than those found from the low

temperature data. The exponential prefactors are considerably

larger than the values predicted for the aluminum content and

reasonable estimates of the attack frequency and jump distance.

It seems likely that an additional source of mobile ions must be

present. The peak or plateau observed during the warm-up period

for air or hydrogen sweeping appears to be caused by the

transition from conduction primarily by alkalis to conduction by

protons.
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Fig. 1. The temperature and current profiles are shown for a

hydrogen electrodiffusion run. The electric field was applied
at room temperature.
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D. POINT DEFECTS IN NEUTRON-IRRADIATED QUARTZ

1. Introduction

Over the past three decades, much attention has been given

to the point defects created in crystalline SiO 2 by x-ray,

electron, or heavy particle irradiation. Among the reasons for

this interest are the applications of quartz-stabilized

oscillators in navigation and communication satellites. Since

these satellites may encounter a variety of radiations, it is

necessary to understand how each specific component of the

radiation spectrum affects their operation. Such knowledge will

help, in the future, to anticipate and interpret radiation-

induced variations in the performance of quartz oscillators.
A number of point defects have been identified in quartz;

these inc.lude oxygen-vacancy-associated centers,1-7 aluminum-

associated trapped hole centers, 8 -I and the hydrogen atom.12

V.Additional defects such as OH- molecules trapped adjacent to

various imperfections have been observed but not identified in

detail.13-16 The family of oxygen-vacancy-associated defects are

usually referred to as E centers and they are present in silica 17

and the SiO 2 interface region of MOS devices,18 as well as in

quartz. These oxygen vacancies are introduced either during the

preparation, i.e., growth, of these materials or during

subsequent irradiation. Vacancy formation by irradiation usually

implies ionic displacement as a result of "knock-on" damage; 19

however, recent studies 17 ,2 0 - 2 3 have suggested that electronic

excitations produced by ionizing radiation lead to transient

displacement of oxygen ions in crystalline SiO 2.
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Several studies of the effects of neutron irradiation on the

frequency and Q of quartz resonators have been reported.
2 4 - 2 6

These investigators are in general agreement that the resonator

frequency increases linearly with neutron dose, provided the

effects of any simultaneous gamma-ray irradiation are accounted

for separately. The neutron irradiation studies of quartz

resonators have led to some unexpected results. Specifically,

King and Fraser2 4 found that the Q of an air-swept synthetic

quartz resonator was reduced by the neutron irradiation but that

subsequent thermal annealing caused the Q to increase above its

value prior to the irradiation. Thus, the implication is that

the properties of a resonator can be improved if the quartz blank

is first neutron irradiated and then annealed near the I-$ phase

transition before final assembly of the resonator.

In the present paper we have used neutron irradiation to

produce point defects in synthetic quartz. Electron spin

resonance (ESR) and optical absorption (visible and infrared)

spectra were obtained from a series of five samples, each

subjected to a different neutron dose. Production and thermal

anneal characteristics were determined for the E1 centers, the

[A104 ]
0 centers, a 210-nm absorption peak, and two previously

unreported S = 1 centers.

2. Experimental Procedure

A lumbered bar of high quality synthetic quartz (Premium Q

grade, pure Z growth, right hand) was obtained from Sawyer

Research Products, Eastlake, Ohio. The aluminum content of this

bar was 3.5 ppm (atomic Si) as determined by the ESR technique.2 7

Six samples, each having dimensions of 18 X 18 X 3 mm3 in the X,
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Y, and Z directions, respectively, were cut from the bar and then

polished. Five of these six samples were neutron irradiated in

the Research Reactor Facility at the University of Missouri-

Columbia. The sixth sample was kept as a control for later

comparison with the neutron-irradiated crystals.

Before the neutron irradiations, each sample was sealed

Inside a separate perforated aluminum capsule. These were then

lowered into the reactor pool and left for a specified time

(ranging from 0.14 to 27.8 hours). The temperature of the pool

water, which was in direct contact with the crystals, was

estimated to be between 100-1500 C. Radiation doses (neutron flux

> I Mev) received by the five crystals were estimated to be

3 x 10 I x 1016, 6 x 1016, 2 x 1017, and 7.5 x 10 1 7

neutrons/cm 2 . Af.ter removing the crystals from the reactor and

waiting several weeks or more for their radioactivity to drop to

safe levels, two smaller samples with dimensions B x 3 x 3 mm
3

and 18 x 10 x 3 mm 3 in the X, Y, and Z directions, respectively,

were cut from each of the Initial crystals for use in the ESR and

the optical absorption experiments.

Optical absorption measurements In the visible and ultra-

violet were done at room temperature using a Perkln-Elmer 330

spectrophotometer, while the infrared spectra were taken at 80 K

with a Beckman 4240 spectrophotometer. Our homodyne ESR spectro-

meter operated at X-band with a Varian V-4531 rectangular cavity

and a 100-kHz static field modulation frequency. Magnetic fields

and microwave frequencies were measured with a Varian E-500

digital gaussmeter and a Hewlett Packard 5340A counter,
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respectively. Thermal anneals were done using a small bench-top

furnace. Once the furnace attained a desired temperature, the

sample was placed inside and then removed after 15 minutes.

3. Results

Our ESR study of five neutron-irradiated synthetic quartz

crystals indicates that various new (i.e., previously unreported)

paramagnetic defects are present In addition to the familiar EI

centers and [A10 4 ]
0 centers. Figure I shows a room-temperature

ESR spectrum obtained from the sample that received the highest

neutron dose. The magnetic field, in this case, Is parallel to

the crystal's c axis and a single intense line representing the

El centers easily dominates the spectrum. Additional holelIke

ESR lines appear on the low-field side of the El center spectrum

and the defects responsible for them remain unidentified. These

latter spectra will not be discussed In thIs paper.

Earlier studies 7 ,2B ,29 have shown that El centers have long

spin-lattice relaxation times even at room temperature and that

they are best observed when the microwave power is reduced and

the spectrometer's phase sensitive detector is set "out-of-

phase." Operating the spectrometer in this latter mode, along

with a very smal 1 modulation ampl Itude, al lowed us to demonstrate

that the E I ESR spectrum, Including the 8 and 9 G hyperfine

lines, obtained from this high-dose sample was identical In

appearance to the usual El center spectrum produced by ionizing

radiation (See, for example, Fig. I In Reference 7).

The ESR results shown in Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained at 77 K

from this same high-dose sample. In Fig. 2, the 400-G region

about "g - 2" contains two spectra, each consisting of a doublet
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for this c-axis orientation of the magnetic field. The inner

pair is labeled Doublet I and has a separation of 98.7 G while

the outer pair is labeled Doublet ii and has a separation of

246.5 G. Their gc values are 2.0158 and 2.0205, respectively.

Also, two less intense lines are observed at the equivalent half-

field values of each doublet. No clear indication of hyperfine

lines associated with these doublets was found. For clarity, the

centralI port ion of the spectrum I s omi1tted f rom Fi1g. 2 and i s

then shown separately in Fig. 3 in an expanded view. This

central region contains the El center signal along with

additional holelike spectra which are unidentified. It is reason-

able to expect that some of these holelike spectra in Fig. 3 are

from 02 molecules, similar to ESR spectra observed in silica.3 0

As the magnetic field is rotated from the c axis in the

plane perpendicular to the X-axis (i.e., a twofold axis), each

doublet is observed to split equally into three less intense

doublets. The maximum doublet separation achieved during

rotation Is approximately 465 G for Doublet I. A similar value

Is found for Doublet II. Such large angular dependences of the

doublet separations suggest that these centers are S = I spin

systems. The alternative would be S = 1/2, I = 1/2 (100%

abundant) spin systems, but our observation of the half-field

MS = 2 transitions eliminates this latter possibility and

confirms the S = I nature of these defects.

Some of the neutron-irradiated samples had a slight smoky

coloration which prompted our study of optical absorption In the

visible and ultraviolet spectral range. The absorption bands In
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the visible were extremely weak and were assumed to arise from

(A10 4 ]
0 centers.31 However, an intense absorption peak was found

to occur near 210 nm in all five irradiated samples. This band,

obtained at room temperature In the high-dose sample, is shown in

trace b of Fig. 4 and the corresponding absorption In the

unirradiated control sample is shown in trace a. Additional

absorption bands may be present in the vacuum-UV region but we

were unable to observe them because our commercial spectrophoto-

meter was restricted to wavelengths greater than 185 nm.

The Intensity of the optical absorption peak at 210 nm and

the intensities of the ESR spectra for the El centers, the

[A10 4 ]° centers, and the two new S=1 defects are shown in Fig. 5

as a function of neutron dose. Each dose level corresponds to

one of the five irradiated samples. All of the defect concen-

trations increase with dose except for the CAI04)
0 center.

The results of thermally annealing the high-dose sample from

room temperature to 500 0 C are shown in Fig. 6. After each anneal

step, the El centers and the ultraviolet absorption band at 210

nm were monitored at room temperature and the two S = I centers

were monitored at 77 K. The major step in the thermal decay of

the E, centers occurs in the 300-4000 C region in this study,

which Is consistent with previous observations In electron-

*irradiated synthetic quartz crystals.7 A small decrease in the

E, centers was observed near 100 0 C and is associated, perhaps,

with the defects that give rise to thermoluminescence peaks in

this temperature range.3 2 Between 200 and 300 0 C, the E, center

concentration Increases slightly and this is believed to possibly

correlate with the thermal decay of [A10 4 ]° centers.
7 Doublet II
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thermally decays sharply in the 230-2650 C range, whereas Doublet

I initially grows in the 375-4250 C range and then thermally

decays in the 425-5000 C region.

A final observation about the neutron-irradiated quartz

samples concerns their infrared spectra. There are three

Infrared bands, at 3400, 3437, and 3585 cm -1 , normally

encontered in synthetic quartz when examined at 77 K.1 4'1 5 They

are attributed to OH- molecules trapped adjacent to unidentified

imperfections in the quartz. Although present in our control

sample, these three bands were not observed in our neutron-

irradiated samples. Instead, a single very broad and very low

Intensity band was observed over the entire 3400 to 3600 cm - I

region. Presumably, the neutrons have significantly disrupted

the lattice, causing a shifting of the protons into more poorly

defined trapping sites with a resultant "smearing" of the

infrared spectrum.

4. Discussion

Many of the recent studies of paramagnetic point defects in

quartz have used x-rays, gamma rays, or high-energy electrons as

a means of production. In general, these "ionizing" radiations

create defects as a result of electronic excitation mechanisms,19

i.e., formation of electron-hole pairs followed (I) by

stabilization of the electrons and holes at separate trapping

sites or (2) by the conversion of this excitation energy to

kinetic energy of Ion displacement. In contrast, a primary

mechanlsm Involved during neutron Irradiation Is Ionic

displacement due to momentum transfer. This Involves direct
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collisions of the heavier neutrons with the lattice ions.

Electron irradiation also can cause these direct displacements

(via momentum transfer) in most oxides but the cross-section for

such events is relatively low compared to neutrons. We have

found that direct displacement events have been negligible InB. previous studies from our laboratory 7 that used electron

irradiations for production (i.e., saturation effects were

observed in the growth curves of all defects).

The El center involves an oxygen vacancy and, thus, provides

a convenient monitor of possible differences between the effects

of ionizing radiation and neutrons. Weeks was the first to

describe the E, center and Silsbee2 later characterized its spin-

Hamiltonian parameters. Both of these Investigators used fast

neutron Irradiation to produce the E, centers and it has been

assumed that ionic displacements were responsible for the defect

formation as opposed to electronic excitations associated with

the accompanying gamma-ray flux s rom the reactor.

More recently, Jani et al. 7 used 1.7-MeV electrons from a

Van de Graaff accelerator to create El centers in synthetic

quartz. They found that performing the irradiations at room

temperature did not directly create El centers, but that an

additional step of warming the crystal to 300 0 C was necessary.

Also, they observed a saturation In the El growth curves for

doses approaching 10 Mrads(Si). These results were Interpreted

to mean (1) a significant number of oxygen vacancies were

Initially present as a result of the crystal growth process and

(2) the room-temperature Irradiation created stably trapped

electrons and holes which then were redistributed during the
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subsequent 300 0 C thermal anneal to form the E1 centers.

Our results shown in Fig. 5 verify that vacancies are

produced in quartz by neutron irradiation. The concentrations of

vacancy-associated defects begin to increase rapidly with neutron

dose above approximately 5 x 10 16 neutrons/cm 2 . At doses below

this level, growth-induced vacancies appear to dominate, with the

gamma rays from the reactor serving to convert them into observ-

able paramagnetic defects. For reference, the concentration of

E, centers found in the sample receiving the highest neutron dose

was a factor of 40 greater than the maximum concentration of El

centers produced by electron irradiation in our control sample.

The E1 centers created by the electron irradiation are presumably

a measure of the number of growth-induced oxygen vacancies init-

ially present, and neutron-induced oxygen-vacancy formation is

suggested as the reason for this subsequent factor of 40 increase.

Similar rapid growths of the 210-nm absorption peak and

Doublets I and II for doses above 5 x 1016 neutron/cm 2 also are

explained by neutron-induced vacancy and/or interstitial

production. However, the (Al04)0 center does not include a

vacancy; thus its nroduction, as shown in Fig. 5, is quite

different from the other defects. The [A10 4 ]
0 centers grow with

increasing dose at the lower levels of radiation, but a decrease

in concentration of these centers occurs when the number of

neutron-induced vacancies starts to dominate over the growth-

induced vacancies. This latter observation suggests that the

neutron irradiation produces additional hole trapping sites which

then c6mpete with the substitutional aluminum ions for available



holes. One possibility for these additional hole traps are the

E, centers.

We are unable to make a unique correlation of the 210-nm

absorption peak with a particular ESR spectrum. A number of

paramagnetic defects have approximately the same growth charac-

teristics, including the E1 center, Doublets I and II, and many

of the other defects whose spectra are shown in Figs. I and 3.

The 210-nm peak gradually disappears over the anneal range from

about 175 to 5000 C, as described in Fig. 6, and does not exhibit

well-defined steps that coincide with decays of the paramagnetic

defects. This gradual decay suggests that perhaps the 210-nm

peak contains contributions from more than one defect. During

the 1950s and 1960s, many experimental studies were done on

ultraviolet absorption bands in quartz.3 3 - 3 8  In particular,

Mitchell and Paige3 3 ,3 4 observed two major bands at 217.5 and

163.1 nm in their study of neutron and x-ray irradiated material.

These were labeled the C and E bands, respectively, and it was

suggested that the C band might be due to an electron trapped at

an oxygen vacancy and the E band might be the related inter-

stitial oxygen ion. Our present study was limited to wavelengths

greater than 185 nm, but even it strongly suggests that an

extension of the work of Mitchell and Paige and others in the

vacuum ultraviolet is needed. Such an investigation should be

directly combined with a study of the many oxygen-vacancy ESR

spectra that have now been fully characterized in quartz.

An important feature of our present study has been the

discovery of the two new S = 1 defects. These centers have never

been observed in any of our electron-irradiated samples, and this
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supports our previous conclusion that neutron-induced ionic

displacements must be a critical step In their formation.

Thermal annealing showed that Doublets I and II decay near 470 0 C

and 2500 C, respectively. After the sample had been annealed to

5000 C, an electron irradiation at room temperature and another at

77 K failed to repopulate these S = I defects. The positive g-

shifts exhibited by Doublets I and I suggest that they each

consist of a pair of trapped holes. These hole-trapping sites in

the SiO 2 lattice are, most likely, associated with oxygen either

in the form of substitutional 0- Ions or as 02- molecules. Our

prel iminary angular dependence study revealed a maximum spl itting

of 465 G for Doublet I and a similar value for Doublet II.

Assuming a simple dipole-dipole interaction between the two

unpaired spins, this splitting can be used to estimate the

separation of the two unpaired spins. This gives a value of

approximately 5 A for Doublet I.

A detailed model can not yet be presented for the two S = I

centers. Neutron Irradiation results in the formation of both

vacancies and Interstitial Ions and these S = I centers could be

associated with either type of defect. For example, a pair of

separated holes in the form of 0- Ions might be stabi lized by an

intervening silicon vacancy (possibly combined with other

neighboring defects). In fact. Nuttall and Wei1 3 9 have suggested

that siIicon vacancies can act as traps for hydrogen Ions and for

radiation-induced holes. However, because of the estimated 5-A

separation of the two spins In our case, It Is unlikely that the

0 ions couId both be wIthIn a sIngIe S10 4 structuralI unIt (where



2.7 A is the expected separation). Insight to possible models

for our two defects may be obtained from consideration of similar

holel ike S = I defects in quartz that have been assigned by Wef I

and coworkers'1 ' 4 0 to pairs of 0- Ions.

Another possibility for the origin of these S = I centers is

oxygen interstitials. When created by the neutron irradiation,

these interstitials are expected to bond to substitutional oxygen

ions and form diatomic oxygen molecules. Two of these molecules

could be stabilized near each other, and trapping of holes could

convert them to paramagnetic forms (e.g., 02- molecules).
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Fig. 1. Electron spin resonance spectrum taken at room temper-
ature of thej quartz sample receiving a dose of 7.5 x 10 7

neutrons/cm . The magnetic field was parallel to the c

axis and the spectrometer was operated in the "normal"
mode.
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Fig. 2. The c-axis ESR spectrum taken 77 K from he sample
receiving the dose of 7.5 x 10A " neutron/cm . To more
clearly illustrate Doublets I and II, the central portion
of the spectrum is omitted and is shown separately in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. The c-axis ESR spectrum corresponding to the omitted

central portion of Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. The ultraviolet absorption spectrum obtained from the
unirradlated control sample (trace a) Is compared to the
spectrum from the sample receiving the dose of 7.5 x 1O 1 7

neutron/cm 2 (trace b).
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Fig. 5. The Intensities of the ESR spectra (filled circles) and
the 210-nm ultraviolet absorption peak (filled triangles)
are plotted as a function of neutron dose received by the
five quartz samples.
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Fig. 6. Ther-mal anneal results obtained from the sample receiving
a dose of 7.5 x 1017 neutron/cm2 . The ultraviolet
absorption scale is on the right and the arbitrary ESR
intensity scale is on the left.
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E. OBSERVATION OF A SIMPLE LITHIUM-ASSOCIATED ELECTRON TRAP

IN CRYSTALLINE SiO 2

Determining the identities of electron trapping centers in

the various forms of Si0 2 has been a long standing problem.1-3

Electron-spin-resonance (ESR) experiments reveal large concentra-

tions of holelike centers in both silica and single-crystal

quartz after room-temperature Irradiation; however, there are no

corresponding ESR spectra representing equivalent concentrations

of trapped electrons. It is possible that paramagnetic electron

centers are present but are difficult to observe because of

either extremely long or short spin-lattice-relaxation times. It

is equally possible that the electrons are trapped in pairs, thus

forming diamagnetic electron centers. Alkali ions are often

suspected of being a key participant In these unseen electron

centers in SiO 2 , primarily because they have a positive charge

and they are nearly always present, either as network modifiers

in silica or simply as Interstitials In quartz.

The lack of paramagnetism in amorphous chalcoginide seml-

conductors 4 has led to the concept of negative-U centers5 and,

thus far, the silicon vacancy In crystalline silicon is the best

known example of such a defect.6' 7 Extending this concept of a

negative-U defect to quartz provides a plausible explanation for

the apparent lack of paramagnetic electron traps after room-

temperature Irradiation. In the conclusion of the present

Letter, we suggest that the newly observed defect described

herein could combine In pairs during room-temperature irradiation

and then decay at higher temperatures by releasing not one but
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two electrons.

In this section, we describe the observation of a simple

lithium-associated S = 1/2 electron trap in quartz. This defect

is thermally stable below 180 K and is formed by radiation when-

ever Isolated interstitial lithium ions drift along the open

channels characteristic of the quartz structure. The c-axis ESR

spectrum (gc = 1.9995) shows a small hyperfine splitting (0.9 G)

due to one 7 Li nucleus and a large hyperfine splitting (404.7 G)

due to one 2 9 Si nucleus. Based on these observations, we suggest

that the defect consists of an extra electron stabilized by an

interstitial lithium ion in the otherwise perfect lattice. The

most important and surprising feature of this defect Is the

localization of the unpaired spin density on one of the adjacent

four-coordinated silicon ions Instead of on the lithium itself.

Thus, contrary to our naive expectation, trapping of an electron

by a lithium Ion during Irradiation at 77 K does not result in a

lithium atom analogous to the hydrogen atoms found in SiC 2 .

Instead our model Is similar to the lIthIum-compensated germanium

centers 9 - 1 and the silver atom center 12 previously observed In

quartz. Following the notation scheme proposed by Weil, 2 we

label our new defect the [SiO 4 /Li]
0 center.

Our data were obtained from an unswept bar of synthetic

quartz provided by Thermo-Dynamics, Inc. of Shawnee Mission,

Kansas. Samples with dimensions of 7 x 3 x 2 mm 3 In the X, Y,

and Z directions, respectively, were cut from the +X-growth

region. Defects were produced with x-rays from a Machlett OEG-60

tube (50 KV, 30 mA) positioned five cm from the sample. Each

Irradiation lasted five min during which time the sample was
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either placed in a stream of nitrogen gas precooled to the

desired temperature or Immersed In a styrofoam container of

liquid nitrogen or ice water. The ESR spectrometer was an IBM

Instruments (Bruker) Model ER2000 operating at 9.283 GHz with

I00-kHz field modulation. All ESR spectra were taken with the

sanple at 77 K by using a finger Dewar extending Into an IBM

4102ST rectangular cavity.

The ESR spectrum shown In Fig. 1 was taken with the magnetic

field parallel to the c axis. It consists of a central four-Ilne

spectrum, with splittings of 0.9 G, surrounded by a pair of simi-

lar, but less intense, four-l Ine spectra located 188.6 G above

and 216.1 G below the central set. The four lines within each

set are due to a single 7Li nucleus (93% abundant, I a 3/2) while

the widely spl it weaker I nes are due to a single 2 9S nucleus

(4.7% abundant, I = 1/2). These two widely split sets of lines

are approximately 40 times smaller than the center set, which is

In agreement with the natural abundance of 2 95i. Because of an

extremely long spin-lattice-relaxation time, all ESR data from

the [Sf0 4 /LIJ] center were taken with the spectrometer's lock-In

amplifier set "out-of-phase." Similar relaxation behavior has

been reported for E and E centers in quartz.13 ,14

Our assignment of the four-line ESR spectra In Fig. 1 to a

lithium nucleus, Instead of sodium, was initial ly based on the

relative distribution of alkali Ions normally found In synthetic

quartz. Martin 1 5 has shown that this distribution predominantly

favors LI+ In commercially grown quartz even though the mineral-

izer Is mostly Na 2 CO 3 with on ly a sma Iamount of L 12 CO 3 added.
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To provide more convincing proof for the nuclear identity, an

ENDOR experiment was performed.16 With the static magnetic field

parallel to the c axis, a pair of ENDOR lines were observed at

4.271 and 6.700 MHz when sitting on the next-to-lowest line in

the central ESR spectrum (i.e., at 3320.4 G and 9.2890 GHz). The

average of 5.486 MHz for these two ENDOR lines leaves no doubt

that the nucleus is lithium. A second pair of ENDOR lines, thus

far unidentified, were at 5.478 and 6.786 MHz.

An angular dependence study of the primary set of ESR lines,

arising from defects with no 2 9 Si nucleus, was made in the plane

perpendicular to the crystal's X axis (i.e., about a twofold

symmetry axis). These results are shown in Fig. 2. For most

paramagnetic defects in quartz, rotation of the magnetic field

away from the c axis In the X plane causes each of the ESR lines

to split Into three components; however, In the case of the

[SiO4 /Li]O center, this rotation splits the lines into only two

components (the solid curve being doubly degenerate in Fig. 2).

This degeneracy requires that the [SI0 4 /Li]° center be symmetri-

cal about a twofold axis of the crystal (i.e., the lIthIum Inter-

stitial Ion lies on the twofold axis passing through the adjacent

silicon ion having the large spin density. The ESR data, repre-

sented by the points In Fig. 2, were taken at 13 angles ranging

from -670 to +700 and were fit to the fol lowing spin-Hami ltonian.

H 5 g 8 I A S - N B I

Final values for the g and A matrices, obtained from diagonal-

izing the 8x8 Hamiltonian matrix, are listed In Table I along
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with parameters From analogous germanium-associated centers in

quartz. The root-mean-square deviation between the computer-

generated and the measured line positions for the 86 lines used

In our fitting was 0.068 MHz, which compares favorably with the

1.0-MHz experimental linewidths.

Figure 3 shows the results of a pulse-anneal experiment to

determine the thermal stability of the (Sio 4 /Li1
0 centers. Each

data point was taken at 77 K and represents the amount of ESR

signal remaining after the sample was held at the indicated

anneal temperature for five min. The defect has two decay steps,

one near 109 K and the other near 187 K. We suggest that the

lower-temperature step occurs when holes are released from other

traps in the crystal and migrate to the [SiO 4/Li]° centers.

Because none survive the 187-K step,'we suggest that it corres-

ponds to the intrinsic decay of the 1Si0 4 /LI]o centers. In a

separate investigation, we have observed an intense thermo-

luminescence peak in the 180-190 K region which correlates with

the ESR spectrum of the [S10 4 /Li]O center.
17

Our identification of the [Si0 4 /Ll]° center as an extra

electron trapped by an Interstitial lithium Ion In the otherwise

perfect lattice is strongly supported by the unique nature of Its

formation conditions. We have found that these centers are

formed by a two-step irradiation process, first at an Intermed-

late temperature (between 150 and 300 K) and then at 77 K. This

double Irradiation is needed because of the conflicting require-

ments Imposed by (1) the minimum temperature at which radiation

can form "free" lithium Ions In quartz and (2) the maximum tem
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perature at which the (Si0 4 /Li]° centers remain stable. Past

work has shown that interstitial lithium ions are located

adjacent to substitutional aluminum ions in as-grown quartz,15

and also that the lithium ions can be moved away from these

trapping sites by ionizing radiation whenever the sample

temperature is near or above 200 K. 18 Thus, the (Si0 4 /Li]
°

centers, which are only stable below 180 K, cannot be efficiently

formed by the same irradiation that moves lithium ions away from

the aluminum sites. In practice, an as-grown sample must be

irradiated at the intermediate temperature to release the lithium

ions from their aluminum traps, then immediately cooled to 77 K

before the lithium ion can diffuse to another impurity or defect

site, and finally irradiated at 77 K to form the [Si0 4 /Li]°

center.

The solid curve in Fig. 4 shows how the production of

(SiO4 /Li1° centers depends on the temperature of the intermediate

irradiation. Each data point represents the concentration of

these centers after a double irradiation, first at the indicated

intermediate temperature and then at 77 K. Following each double-

irradiation step, the sample was heated to 300 K before continuing

to the next intermediate temperature. For comparison, the dashed

curve in Fig. 4 illustrates the temperature dependence of [A10 4 ]
0

center formation in quartz, which as shown in Reference 18 is

directly related to the radiation-induced dissociation of the

lithium-aluminum pair. It is clear from Fig. 4 that the phenomena

represented by the two curves are related. For example, the

formation of [SiO 4 /Li]° centers reaches a maximum at the maximum

slope of the dissociation curve. At temperatures above 250 K, the
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lithium ions have sufficient thermal energy to diffuse to more

stable trapping sites and the production of ESiO 4 /Li]° centers

decreases.

In summary, we have observed a new defect in quartz wherein

an extra electron is trapped by an alkali ion. From the produc-

tion criteria and hyperfine splittings, we show that the extra

electron is trapped primarily at a four-coordinated silicon ion

with the adjacent interstitial lithium ion providing stability.

Furthermore, we suggest that defects of this same type should be

formed in silica and in the oxide interface regions of silicon

devices, although their stability is not expected to extend to

room temperature. Most importantly, the simplicity of this new

center in quartz should provide the insight necessary to develop

models of the more complex alkali-electron traps present at room

temperature in all forms of SiO 2. In this latter regard, if two

[SiO 4 /Li] centers were to be formed simultaneously about a

common silicon ion during room-temperature irradiation, then a

diamagnetic center would result and its thermal stability might

be significantly greater than one CSiO 4 /Li]° center alone. This

would represent an effective negative-U behavior. Then, when the

diamagnetic center thermally decays by releasing an electron, the

remaining center would immediately become unstable and release

*the second electron.
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Figure 1. ESR spectrum of the IS10 4 /LI]
0 center. These data were

taken at 77 K with the magnetic field paral lel to the
crystal's c axis. The gain was increased by a factor
of ten when recording the two outer sets of four lines.
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Figure 2. Angular dependence of the central ESR spectrum for
rotation of the magnetic field In the X plane. The
points are experimental data, while the dashed and
sol Id (doubly degenerate) curves were computer-
generated from the parameters given in Table I.
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Figure 3. Thermal anneal behavior of the [S'0 4 /0I]
0 center. Each

data point was taken at 77 K after holId Ing the samplIe
at the indicated anneal temperature for five min.
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F. Evaluation of RADC Grown Material

We have completed the project of measuring the room tempera-

ture mechanical Q of nominal 5 MHz 5th overtone AT-cut "Warner

design '' resonator blanks grown for RADC by Motorola. The orignal

samples were seven sets of unfinished discs nominally cut to the

AT-angle sent to us by RADC. Initially two sets were sequentially

sent to KW Mfg. (Prague, OK) for fabrication into contoured-

polished blanks. Since delivery was slow and the finish was not

as good as their previous work the remaining sets were sent

sequentially to Piezo Crystal Co. (Carlisle, PA). The mechanical

Q at room temperature was measured using the log-decrement method

with the sample mounted in a gap holder. The gap holder was

located in a small test chamber that was held under vacuum. We

do not expect that the Q was limited by the measuring technique

since we use the same method for many of our temperature

dependent measurements and we routinely observe mechanical Q

values greater than 10 million at low temperatures. Table I gives

the average room temperature mechanical Q values for the seven

sets of samples. Most of the averages were obtained by using

five or more samples. Only three blanks were available for GC24S,

the swept material. Only two and three of the five blanks in the

GC6 and GC7 sets respectively worked well. The table also gives

the average resonant frequency the angle at which the blank had

been cut by the original fabricator. It should be noted that

several of the sets were cut near 340 rather than the 350 + AT

angle. It is not known if this angular deviation affects the Q

value; these "off-angle" blanks did show some interfering mode

problems. 75



i able 1. Room te9IperatUr 1 haaigaj Q's.,

Sample f(MHz) Q(xl0l) Angle Q'(x10 6 ) Q(opt) Al(ppm)
_ GC2-48(7) 5.326 1.94 35031 '  2.18 2.84

GC6-21(2) 5.632 1.34 34001 ,  1.51 1.94
GC7-48(3) 5.190 1.31 35034 '  1.31 1.31
GC9 (5) 5.667 1.20 34001 1.36 2.57
GC18(5) 5.629 2.31 2.60 2.13 0.5
GC24(5) 5.624 2.05 35034' 2.31 2.52 0.9
GC24S(3) 5.627 2.32 2.61 3.40
PQ-E(5) 4.675 2.22 2.08

* The numbers in parentheses give the number of blanks tested.

The mechanical Q of blanks taken from our own Sawyer Premium Q

bar designated PQ-E are included for comparison. The optical Q is

for the GC-series blanks; and the Al content is given for the GC-

18 and GC-24 blanks1 .

The mechanical Q of a crystal at a given temperature is

determined by the various loss mechanism that are operating. At

room temperature we expect that the mechanisms are the intrinsic

loss due to the interaction between the AT-thickness shear

"* vibration and the thermal phonons plus Debye-like anharmonic

losses due to point defects. Since the losses are assumed to be

additive we should be able to write

_/Q = I/Qi +

where I/Qi stands for the intrinsic loss and 1 /Qd stands for the

loss due to defects. The intrinsic loss is proportional to the

Sfrequency 2' 3 ; consequently if it is the only mechanism present we

can scale the Q values to the "standard" 5 MHz frequency. The

Q' values given in Table I are the "scaled" Q values obtained by

multiplying the Q by the ratio f(MHz)/5. This operation is

probably reasonable for the high Q samples but is not valid for

the lower Q samples. We believe that most likely a "defect"

mechanism such as the 340 K Na-related and 305 K Li-related loss
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peaks reported by Mart In, Hwang and Bahadur 4 Is present In the

lower Q crystals. Temperature dependent measurements are

necessary to determine If the room temperature mechanical Q is

limited by such point defects.

IR absorption spectra were taken on one blank from each of

the seven sets of samples. The polished-contoured blanks were

mounted in our optical dewar with the X-axis In the vertical

direction. Figures I and 2 show the resulting spectra along with

one of our own blanks taken from Premium Q bar PQ-E. The samples

GCI8, GC24, and GC24S which have the highest mechanical Q show

the cleanest IR spectra while GC9 which has the lowest Q shows

the dirtiest spectrum. The curve for GC24S shows a very small Al-

OH band indicating that this sample has a very low Al content.

As part of this project we have performed evaluation tests

for the aluminum content in quartz grown by RADC. Aluminum is a

pervasive and active impurity in all quartz, and its content is a

good Indicator of the quality of a quartz bar. The aluminum

content was measured by the method described by Markes and

Hallfburton 5. Table 2 summarizes these aluminum determinations.

1. A. F. Armington, private communication, (1985).
2. A. W. Warner, Bell Syst. Tech. J. 40, 1193(1960).
3. D. B. Fraser, Physical Acoustics, edited by W. P. Mason
(Academic Press, New York, 1968), Vol. V. Chap. 2.
4. j. J. Martin, Ho. B. Hwang, and H. Bahadur, Proc. of the 39th
Annual Symposium on Frequency Control, p266 (1985).
5. M. Markes and L. E. Hal iburton, J. Appl. Phys. 50, 8172
(1979).
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TABLE 2. Summary of Quartz Analyses done at Oklahoma State
University for RADC during 1984 and 1985.

SAMPLE AL CONTENT (ppm) COMMENTS

X46A 0.3
X49 1.9
X51X 19.2 one end (25%) black
X52X 0.13
X54Z 2.8
X55B 0.03
X55T 0.05
X618 3.8
X618 (2nd attempt) 0.22
X64T 0.06
X66 1.6
X67B 0.11
X70 15.1 25% x-growth
X71B 0.28
X72 4.01 no indication of vanadium
X76 1.01
X78 0.19
X79 2.30
QA30X 2.4
QA31X 5.9 one end (25%) black
QA32 32.0 totally black
QA33Z 0.42
QA34 1.75
QA35Z 8.1
QA36X 2.5
QA36Z 16.6 one end (10%) black
QA37T 0.6
QA388 8.7
QA39B 0.05
QA40B 0.2
QA46M 0.19
QA48 0.96
QA498 0.15
QA50B 0.07
QA51B 0.077
QA52T 0.64
QC 13-19 (T3-1) 11.0
QC 12-7 (TI-2) 7.2
QPI9 1.7
QP20 10.9 one end (10%) black
QP22 1.0
QP24 0.70
QP25 0.51 no indication of iron
QP26 29.7
T-1-7 30.2
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Fig. 1. The low temperature JR absorption spectra of three of the
seven sets of blanks are shown. The spectrum of our own PQ-E
sample Is Included for comparison.
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I. PROPERTIES OF FLUORIDE GLASS MATERIALS

USEFUL FOR FIBERS AND LASER HOSTS

by

William A. Sibley and Richard C. Powell

A. Introduction

The research on optical properties of heavy metal fluoride glasses and

oxide glasses with an eye toward their use in optical communications and

loser hosts has made remarkable progress over the last several years. The

work has involved very practical aspects such as the production of new

laser systems and important fundamental research on the site positions and

the bonding of impurity ions in these glasses. The heavy metal fluoride

glass materials containing zirconium fluoride, hafnium fluoride and

barium/thorium fluoride have been investigated. All of these materials

have excellent properties. There are, of course, some areas of concern

such as radiation effects. Thire are also some areas of great excitement

such as the possibility as using them for up-conversion. In each case,

progress has been made. We are looking forward to continuing progress on

the upconversion project. Perhaps the area of greatest importance is

holographic gratings produced by four wave mixing techniques in these

materials. Professor Powell has made a study of oxide materials which has

been extremely fruitful. This work continues on a selected list of fluoride

glasses. In the area of optical impurity research and radiation damage

work it is been known for some time the optical properties of glasses have

been an important topic of continuing interest.

B. Heavy Metal Fluoride Glasses

I. Introduction

The optical properties of glasses have been an important topic of continuing

interest. Considerable literature has recently emerged concerning the structure,
optical, mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties of these materials. [I-lO]
Several excellent review papers have been written on heavy metal fluoride glasses. 17-t
The high optical transparency which stretches from 0.25.,Im in the ultraviolet to 3m

in the mid-4nfrated and the eauy incorporation of various impuritie such as rare earth
awl tatian metal lam make heavy metal fluoride glass of interest far potential use
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as multi-spectral optical components, IR fiber optics materials, IR laser windows and

laer hoat materials. DO-i 0 Much of the work on the optical and physical

characteristics of these heavy metal fluoride glasses has centered on fluorozi rconate

aid fluorohafnate glasses in which ZrF, or HfF4 is the primary constituent. Recently,

however, the synthesis of multicomponent composition glass based on fluorides of Th,

Ba, Zn and heavy metals such as Yb or Lu has been reported. [12,13 Table I provides

the composition of the glasses of interest in this paper.

Table I
Batch compositions (mole%) of some heavy-metal fluoride glasses.

GILa Bal2  ZnF 2  YbF3  ThF 4  NaF LuF 3 ZrF4  LoF3  AIF 3  HfF4

BZYT 19 27 27 27
BZYTN 14 27 27 27 5
BZYTL 19 27 10 27 17
BZYTLN 14 27 10 27 5 17
ZBL 33 62 5
ZBLA 36 57 3 4
HBL 33 9 58

These new materials are of special interest because they offer extended infrared

transmisson and improved chemical durability. The purpose of this paper is to review

the feasibility of utilizing these materials in light guide applications. Special

emphasis will be given to radiation damage properties and the utilization of heavy

metal fluoride glasses as optical device materials.

II. LIGHT GUIDE MATERIALS

Long distance transmission of optical information has been mode possible by the
mproduction of optical fibers with very low impurity concentrations which operate in

the mid infrared range from 2-10/Am. In the case of high power transmission for

distances of only a few hundred meters losses of tenths of db/km can be tolerated. On

the other hand for long distance communication ultra low losses of the order of 10-2

Sdb/km are desired. Figure I illustrates some of the constraints on the materials of

choice. Notice that Rayleigh scattering is the loss mechanism in the visible region of

the spectrum but decreases rapidly in importance in the infrared. Rayleigh scattering

is proportional to X-4 and losses below 10" 3db/km are predicted for the 3-IOAm

regon Similarly, electronic transitions con be avoided by utilizing materials which

have a large band gap.
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Loss mechanisms for infrared transmission.1'83

Optical absorption by impurities such as Fe, Eu or OHcon also be reduced through the

reduction of impurities or special treatment. The muitiphonon edge in the infrared is
particularly important. Of course, in the mid infrared Rayleigh scattering is low and

transi tion metal ion impurity absorption decreases; therefore, materials with long

wavelength multiptanon transitions are mre ideally suited for long range

communication. Figure 2, which is schematic of the optical transparency of materials

such as halide glasses or single crystal KCI, illustrates this point. It is evident that

the heavy metal halide glasses with an intrinsic loss of 10- 3 db/km at 3/A m are an
excellent choice for long range optical transmission.r.7,8:

One possible negative aspect of this type of material for optical transmission is

radiation damage. Previous work by Hkalliburton, Griscm, Friebele, Tonimura and

their collaborators [14-19] , has shown that these materials damage much like alkali

halide materials. That is the photochemical damage mechanism is prevalent and the

materials are highly sensitive to ionizing radiation. The optical absorption induced by

a dos* of 1016 MeV/cm 3 ionizing radiation in two types of heavy metal fluoride

glasses is portrayed in Figure 3. The long tail associated with the zirconium base

fluoride glass which extends from SW0 nm into the infrared is due to the Production of

Zr 3 + defectsl in this material by radiation. This absorption extends to 2 m ndcanb

an g NOa 103 dlb/km.ad 
nb
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Figure 2

Predicted IR losw spectrum for various glasses and KCI single crystal.

Th Ba 2 /ThF 4 base glass seems to be much less affected by radiation and the
absence of zirconium or haf nium means that there is no deleterious radiation induced

infrared absorption in this glass. Annealing of the radiation damage occurs in both

types of materials. This is shown in Figure 4. Notice that the BoF2/ThF 4 glos$
recovers f rom radi atioan damage at a much lower temperature than the f luorozi rconote

glass. For low temperature radiation, both types of glasses are sensitive to ionizing
radiation anid considerable absorption is produced. Nonetheless, it does appear that

both types of glasses are very useful for long range data transmission with the
BaF 2/ThF 2 base gloss having on advantage as for as radiation damage is concerned.

These glasses ore in many case grown in or treated wit Cl vapor in order to

reduce the OW absorption in the infrared. Casmm tal. U1~]and Griscomn and Tran (16J
weu the first to discover that such a treatet reuted In chlorine being present in
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Figure 4
Annealing of the radiation induced 302 nm absorption bond in BZYTN and BZYTL and.
the 325 nmn bond in ZBL and HBL. The samples were held at the desred temperature
for 10 mmn. and then rapidly cooled to 80K for BZYTN and BZYTL and to 300K for
HDL and ZBL
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Figure 5
Radiation induced ESR spectra for ZBL(CI irradiated and measured at 77K (a), and

arwealed at 420K (b). The vertical lines are the theoretical peak positions for Cli
centeon obtained by Criscamn and Tron 0 6, isJ
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Energy levels and transi ti ons for Er3+.

Ill. DEVICE MATE AALS

Glass has always been a favorite device material. It is easily fabricated and

reasonably inexpensive. In particular, the properties of fluoride glass, because of the

wide range of transparency and easy incorporation of impurities make this glass a

great possibility for future communication devices. If it were possible to develop

glasses compatible with light guides which can sustain optical gratings and oct as laser

sources, then an excellent monolithic system would be available. Therefore, it is

important to investigate the optical properties of various impurity ions such as the

rare earth and transitional metal ions in these glass hosts.

In order to investigate the optical properties of these materials, a series of rare

earth iom have been incorporated into the material. 11,3,20,21,22,231 Figures ,7

and 8 illustrate the energy level diagrams for the impurities of Er3 , Pr3 + [201 and

Nd3* nd the optical tranitlom that occur between these energy levels.
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Energy levels and transitions for Pr 3 .

Of course for practical applications, room temperature operation of a system is

necesary and it is important to evaluate the various loss mechanisms for optical

transitions as a function of temperature. Weber showed that optical absorption and

emission data can be utilized to calculate, using the Judd-Ofelt technique, the forced

electric dipole transitions which occur due to the admixinq of odd oarity terms of
higher energy configurations and by perturbations due to the host stark field [9]. The

data and calculations are then used to examine the radiative and nonrodiative rates

under the assunption of no energy transfer. In particular we have investigated the
optical propertis of the rare earth ions, Er 3+ C3, 223 , Ho3+ E213and Pr 3+ LM) in

this marner. For example, in the case of Er 3* in fluorozirconate glass, Figure 9

pIxMdu information from which the calculation of multiphonn transitions can be

made.
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Energy levels and transitions for Nd 3 *.

This figure illustrates the temperature dependance of the emission lifetime for

the various Er 3 + transitions in Figure 6. The circles are for data taken on a material

with 0.5 mole % ErF 3 , whereas the x's represent data taken for materials with 2 mole

No ErF 3 . Notice that energy transfer does occur for the 2 mole % case which is why

the emission lifetime from the 41t13/2 level to the 4115/2 level is much shorter than

that for the 0.5 mole % glass. The decrease in lifetime and intensity with increasing

temperature for the sample containing 0.5 mole % ErF 3 is due to multi phonon

trnsitions since energy transfer does not occur and can be fit by a theory as shown by

the solid line. Subtracting the radiative rate as calculated from Judd-Ofelt from the

lifetime at any particular temperature yields the non-radiative rate or the multi-

phonon transitions. Figure 10 is a plot of the multiphonon transition rate as a function

of energy gap between energy levels for a series of materials.
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Figure 10
Multiphonon transition rate as a function of the energy gap between energy levels forVarious materials.

Notice that the fluorozirconate material, ZBLA, shows a much lower

multiphonon emission rate than the other materials. Since the multiplionon emission
rote is low, the radiative rate is high and the materials should operate more
efficiently at a higher temperature than the other materials. This suggests the
fluorozirconate materials and other heavy metal fluoride glasses should be excellent
for optical devices. The question, of course is, is it poss ible to produce a loser using
this gloss host material? It would be highly des rable to have a'rdM3 laser in this
host. In the evaluation the cross section

where~t is the quantum efficiency, n the index of refractions, Pth. frequency half
wi dth of the transiti on, ;tte probe wavelength aid ZC the lifetim, of th, stimulated
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The gain coefficietr is defined as

) (cl~uA~~J ~(2)

wherm the gain G a poe-T a2n3d d is the sample thickness must be evaluated.

In ardor to investigate the pwsaiblity of stimulated emission In ZBLAd3+d the

experimental configuration shown in Figure I I was employed.

P'Figur PULA
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crystals or ZBLA glass at 86K. In the figures the notation fo Oh crystal field is used

for simplicity and reference to Tanabe-Sugano diagrams (26). In act'iality the crystal

field symmetry is much lower.
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Figure 13
Absorption spectra of Co 2 * (2.0 x 1020 ions cm "3) in MgF 2 crystal (upper frame), and

Co 2 + (3.3 x 1020cm "3) in ZBLA glass (lower frame) at 86K.

Notice that there is a shift in the optical absorption between the glass and the
crystals. It is evident that the lowest energy Mn2.absorption shifts to higher
energies, whereas all the Co 2+ and Nij2 absorption shift to lower energies. It should
also be noted that for the some impurity concentrations the glass has a stronger
optical absorption indicating larger oscillator strengths for the glass. This may be
caused by the asymmetric crystal field around the impurities in the glass, which aids
(d - d) parity - forbidden electric - dipole transitions. The shift in absorption as noted

above can be explained by utilization of Tanabe-Sugano diagrams for crystal field
effects. [26] This is shown in Figures 16, 17, and 18 for Mn2 , Co2 * and Ni 2

respectively.
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Figu. e 14.

Unpolarized absorption spectra of Ni* (4.7 x 1020 ions cm-3) in MgF 2 crystal (upper
frame), ond N2+ (1.7 x 1020 ions crn3 ) in ZBLA glass (lower frame) at 86K. The
transition energies estimated firm Tanabe-Sugano diagrams 1263 are shown by
vertical line&.

Notice that in the case of Mn 2 + an increasing crystal field moves the absorption
or emission energies to longer wavelengths whereas the opposite is the case for Co 2 +

and " 2. just as is observed in Figu~res 13 and 14.. This can hove a detrimental effect

for infrared transitions mince the multiphonon rate increases when levels are closer

together. Therefore, in the case of Co 2+, which has shifted further into the infrared,
no optical lumninescene is noted even at 1S K. In " 2 * only a weac emission is
observed at 2)s m. For Mn2* the emission is present wwd has a temperature

independent lifetime as mght be excpected for multiphono transitions. £27]
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Unpolarized excitation spectra of Mn 2 4,(4.1 x 1020 ions cm-3) in MgF2 crystal (upper

frame), and Mn2 + (3.3 x 1020 ions cm-3) in ZBLA glass (lower frame) at 86K. Emission

has been detected at 16840 cm for MgF 2, and at 17450 cm for ZBLA.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, it appears that heavy metql fluoride glass materials are attractive

for optical communication systems. They can be used both as long range transmission

light guides and as device materials. The room temperature operation of these optical

devices is extremely important and the low multiphonon rates for the heavy metal

fluoride glasses make them especially useful for this type of system. The possibility

of using them to change infrared light to visi ble light through two photon processes

known as upconversion is also possible because of the low multi phonon rates.
Radiation damage can be a problem in some instances but it appears that it is not a

major problem and that the utilization of the BaF 2/ThF 4 base glasses would
circumvent the problem. Therefore, it is evident that these materials are highly

promiusing for future research and potential applications.
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Tarcbe-Sugono diagram for Co 2+. Tanabe-Sugono diagram for

Vertical dotted lines show the crystal N~2 , vertical dotted lines

fields for MgF2 and ZBLA glass at 86K. show the crystal fields in MgF 2
The values of Dq and Boare 825 cm- crystals and ABLA glass at 86K. The

and 975 cm for MgF 2, 630 cm- values of Dq and B are 725 cm-1 an

and 920Ocm' for ZBLA. The value 985 cm for MgF 2 and 640 cm-

of ( C/8) has been fixed at 4.63. and 970 cm-1 for ZBLA. The value of

(C/B) has been ixed at 4.7 1.
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cm f or MIF 2 6 10 cm and 760 cm for ZBLA. The value of (C/B) has been fi xed

a t 4.48.
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C. Fracton Linebroadening in Doped lasses

1. INTRODJCTICi

Physical properties such as thermal conductivity, heat capa-

city, and ultrasonic attenuation are known to be quite different

at low temperatures in glasses as compared to crystals.1 This

has been attributed to additional degrees of freedom in amorphous

solids that are not present in crystals. These are described by

a phenomenological model consisting of two possible local atomic

or bonding equilibrium arrangements separated by a Potential

barrier.2 '3  The local system can vibrate within one potential

well or tunnel between the two wells. These localized Otwo-level

systems" (TLS) provide the additional density of states necessary

to interpret many of the observed experimental results. However

there are still many unanswered questions concerning the funda-

mental nature of these TLS and the role they play in determining

other properties of amorphous solids. Thus, this is still a very

active area of research.

One method of probing the properties of motional degrees of

freedom of solids has been to study the temperature dependence of

the homogeneous linewidth of an optical transition of an impurity

* ion in the solid. This has become an especially powerful tool

with the use of high resolution lasers to selectively excite

subsets of ions within an inhomogeneously broadened spectral

profile so homogeneous linewidths can be measured even in the

presence of significant static strain broadening. Hole-burning

in absorption and fluorescence linenarrowing (FLN) in emission
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make use of this technique. FLN experiments on Eu3  ions in a

silicate glass host have shown a T2 dependence for the homo-

geneous linewidth at low temperatures.4 This has been inter-

preted in terms of contributions to the linebroadening due to the

interaction between the impurity ion and the local TLS.5 - 7

Further experimental data are required to increase our under-

standing of this type of linebroadening mechanism.

We report here the results of FLN measurements on Eu 3 +  in

three different types of glass hosts at temperatures ranging from

10 to 300 K. The residual inhomogeneous linewidth at 10 K is

found to increase linearly with energy across the inhomogeneously

broadened band. The homogeneous linewidth at both the high and

low energy sides of the inhomogeneously broadened band is found

to obey a T2 dependence over the entire temperature range inves-

tigated for all three glasses.

It was first suggested by Stapleton and co-workers8  that

fractal structures might have an anomalous phonon density of

states that would affect electron-phonon relaxation processes.

Using the 4racton concept of Alexander and Orbach9 we consider

the coupling of the impurity ion to the vibrational degrees of

freedom of the amorphous host. Both the temperature dependence

and the magnitude of the observed linewidths are consistent with

Raman broadening by the localized vibrations (fractons).

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The laser-narrowed fluorescence linewidth was measured with

the apparatus shown schematically in Fig. 1. The-lO ns excita-

tion pulse from the nitrogen laser-pumped tunable dye laser
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Passed -through an extra-cavity etalon reducing its linewidth to

0.15 cm-1 Coumarin dye was used to produce resonant excitation

of the Eu3 + 7Fo-SDO transition of interest. The samples were

mounted on the coldfinger of a closed-cycle helium cryostat

Permitting measurements between 10 and 300 K. The fluorescence

was focused on the entrance slit of a Spex 1-m spectrometer set

for a resolution of 0.08 . A shutter placed between the sample

and the spectrometer was opened 0.6 ms after the excitation pulse

to eliminate the possibility of contamination of the signal by

scattered laser light after resonant excitation. The window of

the boxcar integrator was set to look at the spectrum 1.0 es

after the excitation Pulse. It is shown elsewhere that energy

transfer does not broaden the fluorescence on this time scale.10

Three europium doped glass samples were investigated. These

had the following composition in mole Per cents lithium silicate

glass (LS), 57.0 SiO 2 , 27.5 Li 2 0, 10.0 CaO, 2.5 A1 20 3, 3.0 Eu 2 0 3 ;

sodium silicate glass (NS), 72.0 SiO 2 , 15.0 Na20, 5.0 BaO, 5.0

ZrO, 3.0 Eu 2O3 ; and Potassium germanate glass (KG), 65.3 GeO2 ,

17.0 K2 0, 17.0 BaO, 0.7 Eu 2O 3 . The spectral properties of these

samples have been reported Previously.
10

III. HOMOGENEOUS AND INHOMOGENEOUS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE

LASER-NARROWED FLUORESCENCE LINEWIDTH

For resonant excitation of a transition, such as that

studied here, the transition linewidth is given using the approx-

imation of Kushida and Takushi,
11

2AWvVobs-Awres  (1)

where Aw is the linewidth of the transition, Avobs is the
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observed 'fluorescence linewidth, and Awre. is the instrumental

resolution. Fig. 2 displays the temperature dependence of the

narrowed fluorescence linewidth for excitation on the high energy

and low energy sides of the inhomogeneously broadened band for

the lithium silicate glass (LS), the sodium silicate glass (NS),

and the potassium germanate glass (KO). In each case the line

width has an approximately quadratic temperature-dependence at

high temperaturest but is seen to approach a temperature-indepen-

dent limit at low temperatures. This differs from previously

reported results in glasses4 where the quadratic temperature

dependence was seen to extend to 10 K. Note that the limiting

values of the linewidths in Fig. 2 are about an order of magni-

tude larger than the instrumental resolution. However, because

we have used an extra-cavitY etalon rather than an intra-cavity

etalon, as employed by Yen and co-workers,4' 1 1 the linewidth of

our excitation pulse is an order of magnitude larger. This

suggests that the temperature-independent contribution to the

linewidth is residual inhomogeneous broadening due to imperfect

site selection. Because the inhomogeneous contribution has been

reduced to about 1 cm - 1 from the several hundred cm - 1  width

before site selective excitation, 1 0 it can be dconvoluted from

Cthe homogeneous linewidth using the same techniques employed for

crystalline hosts. The results of this procedure are shown in

Fig. 3. They are consistent with a quadratic temperature depen-

dence for the homogeneous linewidth from 10 K to the highest

temperatures measured for all of the samples.

The dependence o4 the linewidth on the excitation frequency
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was also measured at 10 K. These results are shown in Fig. 4.

It can be seen that the linewidth increases monotonically in a

roughly linear fashion as the excitation frequency is scanned

from the low to the high frequency side of the inhomogeneouslY

broadened band. This is the behavior to be expected of the

residual Inhomogeneous linewidth. The Inhomogeneous broadening

arises from variations in the crystal field from site to site in

the glass. The residual broadening is a measure of the number of

different local environments that have crystal fields similar

enough that the energy difference in their electronic transitions

is within the excitation linewidth. One naively expects this

density of site distributions to be greater on the high energy

side of the Inhomogeneously broadened band where the crystal

field splitting is strongest due to the larger number of ligands

involved. It is noteworthy that the hnmageneous linewidth does

not behave in this way in one of the glasses studied. Figures 2

and 3 show that for the LS glass the measured linewidth is

smaller on the high frequency side of the band than on the low at

temperatures above 60 K. The homogeneous linewidth which we

extract from the measurements is smaller on the high frequency

side at all temperatures covered in these experiments. This

behavior of the homogeneous linewidth is opposite to that om the

other two glasses studied and to the observations of Morgan, et

al. 7  on the linewidth of a variety of glasses at room

temperature.

IV. FRACTON MODEL FOR THE HOMOGENEOUS LINEWIDTH

In crystals the electron-phonon interactions control the
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temperature dependent linewidth, with direct processes producing

an exponential dependence and Raman processes leading to a T 7

dependence for T<< D and a T 2 dependence for T>>D.1 2 ,1 3  This is

quite different from glasses which exhibit a universal quadratic

temperature dependence for the homogeneous linewidth. Lyo and

Orbach5 have thown that the TI-S that have been invoked to explain

the anomalous thermal properties of glasses below I K can lead to

a quadratic dependence of the homogeneous linewidth. Howeverv

this result holds as a low temperature approximation only and

requires a uniform density of states for the TLS. At high temP-

eratures this model produces a linear temperature dependence. It

is difficult to accept that the low temperature limit would be

valid at 300 K. Although the TLS is a very successful model in

accounting for thermal properties at very low temperatures and

acoustic properties at low frequencies, the nature of these TLS

has not-been determined. While it is generally accepted that

they involve tunneling between neighboring sites of local equil-

Ibria in the glass structure, it is not known whether the

entities involved in the tunneling are individual ions or much

larger clusters. If the latter were the case, their effect on

the local environment of the optically active ions might be

negligible.

In this section we develop a simple model of the homogeneous

linewidth based on the "fracton" concept of Alexander and

Orbach. 9  This differs from the TLS model in that the impurity

ion interacts with the vibrational excitations of the host rather

than the Ti-S modes. The quadratic temPerature dependence is

shown to be a natural result of Raman processes involving these
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non-Debye-like atomic vibrations and the magnitudes of the

electron-phonon (or electron-fracton) coupling constants needed

to obtain the observed linewidths are found to be consistent with

those found in crystals.

The Raman contribution to the homogeneous lihewidth is given

bY
k~max2

AvR=(4> 2 w /) I<f<f Ii>j2g (u)dw (2)

where <flC21i> is a matrix element of the average local strain,

g(w) is the vibrational density of states, and <fIVRiI> is the

electrostatic matrix element for the Raman process. With the

strains and the density of states treated in the Debye approxima-

tion this leads to the conventional McCumber and Sturge result

for crystals.12 The expression shown in Eq. (2) is based on a

perturbation theory approach to the problem. Recently a

nonperturbative theory has been developed by Hsu and Skinner13

which gives the same result as the perturbative approach in the

weak coupling limit. At low temperatures both theories have the

same form of the expression describing the linewidth with a

different meaning for the coupling coefficients. Since no exact

values are known for parameters such as the Debye temperature and

electron-phonon coupling parameters for the samples used in this

work, we use the form of the expression consistent with weak

coupling and treat the Debye temperature and coupling parameters

as adjustable parameters.

In glasses the Debye approximation is not a good representa-

tion .of the vibrational states except at very long wavelengths.

Orbach and co-workers 9 '1 4 have shown that for shorter wave-
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lengths, still much larger than atomic dimensions, plane waves

are no longer a good representation of the normal modes; Instead,

they are localized in the disordered structures of the glass

network. By modeling the glass structure as a self-similar

fractal, Alexander and Orbach 9 have been able to obtain the

vibrational density of states and dispersion without recourse to

the usual , reciprocal space transformations. In a series of

papers 14 Orbach and co-workers have shown that this model can

explain the thermal properties of amorphous solids above 1 K.

Below this temperature it is still necessary to invoke the

elusive TLS. In their model the vibrations at long wavelengths

are treated in the Debye approximation but at some critical

length scale L the disorder in the network causes the vibrations

to become localized. The resulting vibrational density of states

is

gp(w)=d (d/Ld) wd-l/w Dd 1 >L

(F.( ) =d (d ,Ld) w -l/WL 1 L ()

where oD is the effective "Debye frequency' for the phonons at 1

-L, wL is the fracton frequency at 1I1L, and dt d, d are resPec-

tively the Euclidean, Hausdorff, and fracton dimensionalities.

The characteristic length 1 of the vibration is its wavelength

in the plane wave regime and its localization length in the

fracton regime. For the fractons the dispersion is no longer

Debye-like. Assuming only a single kind of self-similarity

(4)

One expects rather generally that the average local strain

associated with a normal mode of amplitude 0 should scale as C/1.
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With this, the dispersion relationship, and density of states

given above, the RamaR contribution to the linewidth becomes

OD/T
AwR=Q(T/OD) 7 0 xex(ex-1) - 2 dx

OF/T
A(T/9L)P+e4/T xPeX (ex-1.)- 2 dx (5)

GJT
where each 01 is A/k times the corresponding w i  and the

exponent P-4(d/d)+2d-4. The a and A parameters contain the same

IKfIVRIi>12 electron-honon coupling parameter as in the conven-

tional treatment for crystals. For the glasses studies here d -

3. The Hausdorff dimensionality d must lie between 3 and 2.5

which Is the value found for a critically percolating structure.

The fracton dimensionality d was first conjectured by Alexander

and Orbach9 to be universally 4/3. Recent calculations in the

effective medium approximation by Derrida, et al. 14 give dz13

however, this 'technique frequently does not give trustworthy

estimates of exponents. OD will now be much smaller than

crystalline Debye temperatures. It is well known that for T>91D/ 2

the Debye-phonon term in Eq. (3) becomes quadratic In T. In Fig.

4 we show the results of a numerical evaluation of the fracton

contribution to the linewidth. This can be seen to approach T2

for any of the dimensionalities in the expected range provided

T> 2BL.

The structure of the host glass enters this model through

the Hausdorff dimensionality d. If dzd, the structure is compact

and has essentially the same atomic connectivity as would a

crystal. An open structure for the glass will have a smaller

value for d, limited of course by d-2.5 for a critically Perco-

lating cluster. The results in Fig. 5 re not especially sensi-
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tive to d. Thus assuming a nearly universal value for d as

conjectured by Alexander and Orbach,8 the linewidth should not

depend strongly on the glass structure.

In order to fit the specific heat data above I K, Tuas et

al. 13 find OL-14 K, -D=29 K and d - 1.3. Assuming similar values

for the glasses studied here, an essentially quadratic tempera-

ture dependence for the homogeneous linewidth is predicted

throughout the range covered by these experiments. The fracton

contribution will dominate the Debye-phonon contribution at all

temperatures in this range.

A first principles calculation of the electron-phonon

coupling I<fIVRIi>12 is not presently possible even for crystals.

One can, however calculate the A parameter required to produce

the experimentally observed linewidt J and use this to estimate

the q parameter that would be observed in a crystal with a Debys

phonon spectrum and the same average sound velocity and density

as the glass. This equivalent a Is given by

4=D 0 / (0L23 0X) (6)

where ix Is the Debys temperature of this equivalent crystal.

Using our observation that the homogeneous linewidth in the glass

is about 10-4T2 cm-1 , one obtains q=lO 2 cm - 1 which is of the

same order as observed for rare earth transitions In crystals.15

This Justifies the use of the weak coupling approximation.

Physically, the reason that the fractons produce a larger

Raman contribution to the linewidth than found in crystals is

that the density of states for the fractons at low frequency Is

substantially larger than would be found for Debye phonons. This

can readily be seen from Eq. (3) since iL Is comparable to wD,

1 10



but d-3 while d1. The quadratic temperature dependence results

from the non-Debye-like frequency dependence of the density of

states and dispersion.

Implicit in the integration of the linewidth over the whole

fracton spectrum is the assumption that the excited ions can in

fact sample all of these excitations. With the localized nature

of the fractons and the site-selection of an FLN experiment it is

not obvious that this will be the case in all conceivable struc-

tures at all temperatures. For a glass whose structure is a

single self-similar fractal every site in the glass will sample

many scales of length and essentially all scales of large 1. The

quadratic linewidth which we calculate is determined almost

exclusively by fractons with 1fw<kT leading to the expectation

that all the important fractons will be available at each site.

Nevertheless, the various fractons may couple to the electronic

states with different strengths. By using the &AnAQK local

strain in Eq. (2), the electronic matrix element J<fIVRIi>j

becomes an average over the mode couplings as well. This Is also

true of electron-phonon coupling in crystals in the equivalent

approximation. The fact that our experiments show the same

temperature dependence on both sides of the inhomogenwous profile

supports the validity of this approximation for these glasses.

However, since the magnitudes of the high and low frequency

linewidths are different, this average must be taken with dif-

ferent weights in these two parts of the inhomogeneously broad-

ened band. The gross difference between the LS and NS glasses

suggests that the frequency dependence of this effective coupling

-11
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constant is a structural property that might be predictable from

the connectivity of the 4ractals in a more detailed model. For

T( L the spatial distribution of fractons may become dominant

and destroy the validity of this approximation.

Liu l6 has recently developed a model for the localized modes

in which the glass structure is taken to have three dlmensional

connectivity, but the strengths of the Interatomic bonds are

fractal, giving d-1.5 and p-1. The number of modes at low fre-

quency is reduced relative to that obtained when the connectivity

is fractal. Because of this, the homogeneous linewidth does not

follow a simple power law dependence in the temperature range of

our experiments.

For Eu 3 + with the resonant pumping conditions used the

experiments described here, the only possible direct phonon

Process which can contribute to the broadening of the spectral

line is between the 7 F0 ground state and the components of the

7F 1 manifold which are split by 250 cm - 1 in these glasses. The

increased density of states for the fractons at low frequencies

must come at the expense of their high frequency density of

states. Using the data reported by Selzer, et al. 4  for

YAlO 3 zEu
3 + we infer a direct Process contribution to the line-

width of -10 - 2 cm - 1 at 100 K, leading to the conclusion that the

direct process will be unimportant in these glasses at all tem-

peratures studied here.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented measurements on three structurally

different glasses showing the homogeneous linewidth of the O_-
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7F 0 transition to have a quadratic temperature dependence between

10 and 300 K and the residual inhomogeneous broadening in the

narrowed fluorescence to increase with increasing excitation

frequency across the inhowoogeneouslY broadened band. Using

resonant pumping techniques eliminated contributions to the data

from overlapping Stark components and direct phonon processoes.

The results cannot be interpreted in terms of conventional

processes involving electron-phonon interactions with Debye-lilce

phonons. The observed behavior appears to be independent of host

structure since it is qualitatively the same for all three of the

glasses whereas other details of the optical spectra are known to

be quite different for these three materials due to structural

differences of the glasses.10

A simple model based on the fracton concept has been

introduced to explain the behavior of the homogeneous linewidth.

The increased linewidth and its quadratic temperature dependence

are shown to be consequences of Raman broadening by the localized

vibrational modes of the glass and their non-Debye-li ke

dispersion and density of states. This model involves fractal

behavior of the local structure, as opposed to bonding, and

involves electron-phonon coupling modified by the fractal

behavior as opposed to direct electron-TLS coupling. The

tunneling modes of TLS do not appear to contribute to the line-

broadening at the high temperature range investigated here.

The experimental data and theoretical model presented here

provide new information concerning the effects of local

vibrations on the widths of spectral lines of impurity ions in

amorphous host materials. Tests of the universality of the
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observed behavior of the teperature dependence of the

homogeneous- linewidth and the applicability of the model must

await further experiments on different types of materials.
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D. Four-Wave Mixing in Doped Glasses

Four-wave mixing (FWM) processes are currently of signifi-

cant interest in science and technology due to their importance

in modern optics applications such as phase conjugation, and the

fact that they provide a powerful spectroscopic tool for probing

the properties of the interaction of light and matter. The

physical processes underlying the laser-induced gratings that

give rise to FWM signals can be placed in two categories accor-

ding to their decay times after the laser write beams have been

turned off. The first category is that of "transient gratings"

with fast decay times. This category includes thermal gratings,

population gratingsq and nonlinear mixing due to the third order

susceptibility. The second category is "permanent gratings"

which remain for a long time after the laser write beams have

been turned off. The most common cause of this type of grating

is the photorefractive effect involving ionization of a defect,

charge migration and trapping. Permanent gratings are also re-

ferred to as "holographic gratings" due to their potential use in

holographic information storage applications. We report here the

first observation of superimposed transient and holographic

gratings leading to a FWM signal with enhanced scattering effi-

ciency and the capability of fast amplitude modulation. These

results have been obtained on several different types of Eu 3 + -

doped glass samples where the transient signal is associated with

a population grating of the Eu3  ions and the holographic grating

is attributed to local structural modifications.
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Seven different types of oxide and fluoride glasses doped with

several mole per cent Eu 2 0 3 were investigated and strong signals

were observed in three of these. In this letter we present some

o f the results obtained EuP5 01 4 (EPP) glass. This contains 16.7

mole % Eu2O3 and its spectroscopic properties have been reported

previously.I

The experimental setup used to establish and probe popula-

tion gratings has been described previously.2 The output of a

Spectra Physics cw argon laser operating at 465.8 nm with a total

power of 80 mW was split into two beams which were crossed

inside the sample to form the gratings. A 2 mW He-Ne laser was

used as a probe beam, and the diffracted signal beam was detected

by a Hamamatsu R1547 photomultiplier tube after passing through a

0.25-m monochromator to eliminate sample fluorescence. An

EG&G/PAR signal averager was used to process the signal before

reading it out on a strip chart recorder.

Figure 1 shows the time dependences of the buildup and decay

of the FWM signal in EuP 5 O 14 glass at room temperature. The time

to reach the maximum FWM signal intensity is of the order of tens

of minutes with the exact time depending on the laser power and

wavelength. If the laser wavelength is not in resonance with a

Eu 3 + absorption transition, no signal is observed under these

experimental conditions. This is consistent with the small

values of the third order susceptibility tensor components mea-

sured by other techniques3 ,4 and demonstrates the significant
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enhancement of the nonlinear optical properties of the material

which can be realized by resonantly pumping a rare earth ion

absorption transition. When the write beams are chopped off, the

FWM signal decays exponentially with a decay time of 2.6 ms,

independent of the grating spacing. This is the same as the

fluorescence decay time of 2.7 ms measured for the transitions

from the 5D 0 metastable state of Eu 3 + in this sample. 1  However,

the signal does not decay back to zero but rather to a constant

level representing about seventy per cent of the maximum signal.

The permanent FWM signal remains at the same high level for

days. It can be erased by focusing a single laser beam on the

same region of the sample. The erasure time is of the order of

minutes with the exact time depending on laser power and tempera-

ture and independent of write beam crossing angle. As seen in

Fig. 1, the time dependence of the permanent signal erasure is

highly nonexponential. However, a characteristic decay time

equal to the e - 1 value for the signal can be defined to describe

the speed of the erasure under specific experimental conditions.

Figure. 2 shows the variation of the erasure decay rate versus

temperature in the range 294 to 345 K. The erasure decay rate

decreases exponentially as temperature is raised. This depen-

dence can be described by an expression of the form

KOCexp[-AE/kBT] (1)

where AE is the activation energy for the process and kB is

Boltzmann's constant. The slope of the curve in Fig. 2 gives an

activation energy of 3,720 cm - 1 for this case. Furthermore, the

intensity of the FWM signal decreases as the temperature Is

raised above room temperature and the permanent grating can be
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thermally erased by heating the sample to about 380 K. The

temperature dependence of the scattering efficiency Is consistent

with a thermal activation energy of about 2,296 cm- 1.

The signal Intensity, expressed in terms of the scattering

efficiency of the probe beam aq also varies with the crossing

angle of the write beams as shown in Fig. 3. For both the

permanent and transient signals, the scattering efficiency is

largest at small crossing angles. This Is typical behavior for

FWM signals with the exact form of the curve depending on the

coupling mechanism for the beams.5 The broken lines in Fig. 3

represent best fits to the data points since the physical mecha-

nism providing the beam coupling in this case is not well enough

understood to allow true theoretical predictions to be developed.

The results presented above show that resonant excitation of

Eu 3 +  ions in this glass host results in a transient population

grating of the Eu3 +  ions in the 5D0 metastable state and a

permanent grating associated with local structural modifications

of the glass host. The FWM signal is proportional to the square

of the effective electric field induced in the material by the

crossed laser beams.5  This can be expressed as the sum of the

induced fields due to the population grating and the host

grating, EeffKCEpop+Ehost. Since the first term decays with the

fluorescence decay time of the 5 D0 level, r, and the second term

is a constant, the time dependence of the signal when the write

beams are chopped off Is given by

1si g 2pop* 2 t/T+2E pophost etEhost" (2)

For this case the first term Is much smaller than the last two
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and can be neglected. Equation (2) then predicts a signal that

decays with the Eu 3 + fluorescence decay time down to a constant

2
value proportional to Ehost which is precisely the observed

dependence shown in Fig. 1. Note that in the absence of the

*permanent grating, the signal due to the transient population

grating will decay as e2t/ as observed in other resonantly

pumped doped materials.
2 96-8

One important question concerns the physical mechanism pro-

ducing the laser-induced modification of the glass host giving

rise to the permanent grating. The set of results acquired thus

far on the properties of the FWM signal strength and erasure rate

*for different glass samples, temperatures, and excitation condi-

tions allows us to rule out mechanisms such as photoioniza-

tion,9 1 0 and' bond rearrangements associated with trapped exciton

effects. 1 1 The most likely mechanism is thermally induced struc-

tural changes. This can be described schematically by the confi-

guration coordinate diagram in Fig. 4. It is assumed that the

network forming and modifier ions of the glass host can arrange

themselves in two possible configurations in the local environ-

ment of the Eu3 + ions, each configuration resulting in a

different local index of refraction for the material. This

results in double minima potential wells for the electronic

states of the Eu3 + ions as shown in Fig. 4. Under normal condi-

tions of optical excitation and decay, the ions remain in the

configuration represented by the lower energy potential curves.

However, in the presence of the sinusoidal intensity pattern

created by the crossed laser write beams, a thermal gradiant is
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generated with the same shape due to the phonons emitted by the

Eu 3 +  ions after they are optically excited. The low thermal

conductivity of the glass allows significant local heating around

the Eu 3 + ions which can result in ionic motion to new local

configurations. Using the standard expression for heat flow

dQ/dt-KAVT (3)

estimates of local temperatures of over 1000 K are obtained for

typical experimental conditions used here. This can easily

result in diffusion of ions to form different local structural

configurations. The facts that the refractive index changes are

found to occur only when the Eu 3 + are directly excited and when

crossed laser beams are used are consistent with the proposed

model. Erasure occurs thermally by activation over the potential

barrier of about 2,296 cm - 1 in the ground state. Since higher

multiplets of the 7 F term are located within this energy above

the 7 F0  ground state, they may play some role in the thermal

erasure process. Erasure with a laser beam occurs through

uniform heating which allows the ions to return to their original

distribution. The activation potential barrier for this is 3,720

cm - 1 in the excited state and the process can be thermally

enhanced by raising the temperature. This energy barrier is

large enough that 5D1 levels may take part in the spectral

dynamics of the optical erasure process.

The mechanism described above provides one viable explana-

tion of the data presently available on laser-induced holographic

gratings in doped glasses. In order to verify this model and

extend our knowledge of the details of physical processes taking

place, further investigations must be made on a wider variety of
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types of glass hosts and doping ions. It is interesting to note

that out of the set of Eu3 +-doped glasses categorized previously

in terms of their spectral structure I only those exhibiting the

smallest amount of spectral structure (i.e, greatest amount of

local disorder) produce a strong holographic grating signal.

This observation of the superposition of transient and holo-

graphic gratings in doped glasses is important for several

reasons: it represents the first observation of a new mechanism

for producing a FWM signal in a solid; it demonstrates a new

experimental technique for investigating local structural proper-

ties of glasses; and it shows that doped glasses may be useful in

applications based on FWM such as phase conjugation, beam

switching, or optical storage. The technological applications

are especially interesting because of the use of a holographic

"carrier" grating that can be amplitude modulated by a fast

transient grating.
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FIG. 1. Time dependences of the buildup, transient decay, and

erasure of P1.17 signals in EPP glass at 300 K. The total

power of the laser write beams is 90 mW and the erase beam

power is 40 mW.
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the holographic grating

erasure decay rate in EPP for an erase beam power of 40 mU.
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Fig. 4. Configuration coordinate diagram for Eu3 * energy levels

In EPP glass with two possible local configurations. The

broken curve represents the stabilization effect of the

radiation pressure force on the dipole created by the

excited Eu3+ ions
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